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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to show existence of short-time classical solutions to the so called Master Equation
of first order Mean Field Games, which can be thought of as the limit of the corresponding master equation
of a stochastic mean field game as the individual noises approach zero. Despite being the equation of an
idealistic model, its study is justified as a way of understanding mean field games in which the individual
players’ randomness is negligible; in this sense it can be compared to the study of ideal fluids. We restrict
ourselves to mean field games with smooth coefficients but do not impose any monotonicity conditions on the
running and initial costs, and we do not require convexity of the Hamiltonian, thus extending the result of
Gangbo and Swiech to a considerably broader class of Hamiltonians.
MSC: 34A12, 35R06, 35R15, 45K05, 49L99, 49N70, 91A13, 91A23.
Keywords: mean field games; master equation; Hamilton-Jacobi equations; fixed-point method; characteristic equations; Wasser-
stein gradient.
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1 Introduction
The master equation (ME, for short) of first order mean field games, namely,$’’’&
’’’%
Bsups, q, µq `
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨∇pHpx,∇qups, x, µqqµpdxq
`Hpq,∇qups, q, µqq ` F pq, µq “ 0 in p0, T q ˆ Td ˆPpTdq,
up0, q, µq “ gpq, µq, on Td ˆPpTdq
(1.1)
is a non-local, infinite-dimensional partial differential equation that arises in mean field game (abbreviated MFG)
theory and can be interpreted as either the limit, as N Ñ8, of a system of N coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equations
that represent the Nash equilibrium of a differential game played by N interacting deterministic particles, or as
the limiting case (formally, at least) of the master equation of a stochastic differential game when the viscosity
parameter, associated with the intrinsic noise of the infinitesimal particles, tends to zero. In (1.1), PpTdq is the
Wasserstein space of Borel probability measures on the d-dimensional torus Td. The objective of this paper is to
construct a short-time solution to (1.1) for an arbitrary smooth Hamiltonian H. To our knowledge, existence of
solutions to (1.1) has only been shown for the particular case [GS15] of the quadratic Hamiltonian Hpq, pq “ 1
2
|p|2.
Mean-field theory in differential games began with the works of P.L. Lions and J.M. Lasry [LL07] andM. Huang,
P.E. Caines, R.P. Malhamé [HCM07], attracting great interest since then for its numerous applications and posing
challenging theoretical questions. Equation (1.1) and its higher-order version were first introduced by Lasry and
Lions [Lio], motivated by, among other reasons [CDLL19], the need to clarify the connection between games with
finitely but many players, and MFGs. Regarding the latter, and considerably more scrutinized so far than (1.1),
is the so called first order mean field game system:$’’’’&
’’’’%
BtUpt, qq `Hpq,∇qUpt, qqq ` F pq, σtq “ 0 in p0, sq ˆ Td,
Btσt ` divpσt∇pHpq,∇qUqq “ 0 in D1pp0, sq ˆ Tdq,
Up0, ¨q “ gp¨, σ0q,
σs “ µ,
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)
which describes a Nash-type equilibrium state of a differential game1 played by a continuum of players on Td
who seek to minimize a certain cost function that depends on the collective behavior of all the players; in such
a state, Upt, qq represents the value function of a typical player q at time t and σt is the mass distribution of
all the players at time t, represented by a Borel probability measure on Td. The first equation in (1.2-1.5) is
1Systems such as (1.2-1.5) are often called deterministic because they derive from MFGs where the differential equation that
governs the evolution of each player has no stochastic terms, with the resulting MFG system featuring no second order derivatives.
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a forward Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the second a backward continuity equation. These equations can be
derived as the optimality conditions of the aforementioned game (see, e.g. [BCS17, Car12, GLL10]) or as the limit
of approximate Nash equilibria in finitely-many player games (e.g. [Lac15]). Alternatively, a solution to (1.1) can
be used directly to construct an optimal control for the Nash equilibrium of the mean field game [Gan18]. The
now extensive and rapidly growing literature on MFGs includes surveys and books [BFY13, Car12, CD18, GJ13]
that give comprehensive accounts of the theory, its models and applications, with at least one book [GPV16]
devoted entirely to regularity theory of MFGs.
In the present work, the Hamiltonian H is smooth, and not necessarily convex in p (which is commonly
required), while the couplings F and g are smooth and jointly Lipschitz, with a continuous “mixed” derivative (see
Section 2.1 for the assumptions). In the master equation, F and g are required to possess some more regularity
in both variables. For convenience, we refer the reader to Section 3 for a summary of our results. When Hpq, ¨q
is not convex, the typical interpretation of the MFG system as an optimization problem in mean field games is
lost, since the Legendre transform of H is not defined (however, nonconvex MFGs appear in the literature [Tra16],
[BC17]). Nevertheless, this does not prevent us from looking at (1.1) and (1.2-1.5) as a legitimate problem in
PDEs. Considerable understanding of the relationship between master equations and mean field game systems
has been gained since their inception, and, indeed, an established strategy [CDLL19], which we also use here,
to construct a solution to the master equation is to use solutions to the MFG system as the starting point; a
probabilistic approach can be found, e.g., in [CCD14, CD18]. However, it is MFG systems that have seen more
rigorous and abundant treatment in the literature. Theoretically, this is mostly due to the derivative in measure
that appears in (1.1). The main issue with the strategy just mentioned becomes to prove that the solutions to
(1.2-1.5) behave nicely enough with respect to the terminal measure µ.
Concerning the system2 (1.2-1.5), weak solutions in the viscosity sense were initially obtained on Td and Rd
for regularizing couplings, Hamiltonians with quadratic growth in the momentum variable and arbitrary time
horizons [Ave13, Car12, Car13, LL07]. Uniqueness is usually obtained by imposing monotonicity conditions on
the couplings. Several significant modifications and refinements of these results have been obtained since then, e.g.,
existence and uniqueness of weak solutions in the case of local couplings [CG15], first-order [CPT15, LS17, San18]
and higher [GM18] Sobolev estimates of such solutions, with different growth conditions of the Hamiltonian, whose
convexity in the momentum variable is always required, and absolute continuity of the terminal measure µ; all
the approaches in these developments work for arbitrary time horizons. Regarding second order MFGs, i.e.,#
ǫ∆U ` BtUpt, qq `Hpq,∇qUpt, qqq ` F pq, σtq “ 0 in r0, ss ˆ Td,
´ǫ∆U ` Btσt ` divpσt∇pHpq,∇qUqq “ 0 in D1pr0, ss ˆ Tdq,
(1.6)
strong solutions for considerably larger classes of coefficients, in which the interaction of the particles enters the
equation directly in H and not necessarily through F as a separate summand, have been obtained by Ambrose
[Amb16, Amb18], with the requirement of certain smallness assumptions on the data (see, also, [CT17]). In
general, the presence of the viscosity term in (1.6) affords solutions to enjoy better regularity properties. For this
reason, and because (1.6) accommodates models where players act non-deterministically, second order mean field
games have received more attention in the scientific literature [GJ13, GPV16]. Incidentally, we see that due to
the sign of the viscosity term in the first equation of (1.6), the system can be well posed only if an initial condition
is prescribed while the opposite sign in the second equation makes it mandatory to prescribe the terminal value
of σ.
In the course of our work towards the ME, we obtain classical solutions for short times of the system (1.2-1.5),
with the conditions on the coefficients H,F, g mentioned above.
With respect to master equations, most available literature has dealt with the higher-order variants [BFY15,
BFY17, CD18, CD14]. The recent paper by Cardaliaguet et al. [CDLL19] includes rigorous proofs of classical
solutions for the master equations of second-order MFGs, such as (1.2-1.5) and their characterization as the
convergence of N -player Nash systems as N Ñ 8. As for the first-order master equation (1.1), a major step
was achieved by Gangbo-Święch in [GS15], where short-time strong solutions to both the MFG system (1.2-1.5)
2Our presentation of the MFG is reversed in time with respect to the most frequent one encountered in literature, i.e., with a
terminal condition for g and an initial one for σ, and with minus signs in front of the time derivatives.
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and the ME are obtained for quadratic Hamiltonians and potential-derived couplings. The same result was later
proved by Bessi [Bes16] using different techniques. The present paper works with general smoothness conditions
on H , F and g that include [GS15] as a particular case, but which constitute a solid generalization, especially
since it does not require any geometric assumptions: the Hamiltonian H may be nonconvex in p. We use similar
ideas and techniques to arrive at the ME, but our route to the MFG system is different. Let us explain the
differences with [GS15]. Given H,F, g as in Section 2.1, and given 0 ă s ă T, µ P PpTdq, we prove that, granted
T is small, there are functions Σ1 : r0, T s ˆ Td Ñ Td, Σ2 : r0, T s ˆ Td Ñ Rd that solve the infinite-dimensional
Hamiltonian system
BtΣ1 “ ∇pHpΣ1,Σ2q, BtΣ2 “ ´∇qHpΣ1,Σ2q ´∇qF pΣ1,Σ1#µq (1.7)
with initial and terminal conditions
Σ2p0, qq “ ∇qgpΣ1p0, qq,Σ1p0, ¨q#µq, Σ1ps, qq “ q,
providing us with a path in PpTdq given by
t ÞÑ σt :“ Σ1t#µ
and prove that there is a function U : r0, T s ˆ Td Ñ R such that3
∇qUpt,Σ1t q “ Σ2t . (1.8)
On the other hand, we have that the velocity vector vt driving the path σt satisfies
vpt,Σ1t q “ BtΣ1t ,
and the first equation in (1.7) implies
∇pHpq,∇qUpt,Σ1t qq “ BtΣ1t . (1.9)
Comparing (1.9) and (1.8), we see that they are the same if Hpq, pq “ 1
2
|p|2, which is the Hamiltonian in [GS15],
and, indeed, in that case, BtΣ1 “ Σ2, with ∇qUpt, ¨q coinciding with the velocity vt (a posteriori from (1.8)). Thus,
the function Σ2 is not present in [GS15], with BtΣ1 taking its place, while the relationship ∇qUpt,Σ1t q “ BtΣ1t is
obtained via the link of the MFG system with a variational problem: if Lpx, vq :“ 1
2
|v|2, and having shown that
the pair pσ, vq is the unique minimizer4 of
Ups, µq “ inf
pσ,vq
 ż s
0
ż
Td
`
Lpq, vtpqqq ´ Fpσtqσtpdqq
˘
dt` Gpσ0q
ˇˇ
σs “ µ, σ P AC2p0, s;PpTdqq
(
, (1.10)
where F ,G : PpTdq Ñ R are functions whose Wasserstein gradients are F and g, the minimality of the norm
of vt then follows, leading to the symmetry of ∇qvtpqq, which is used to establish ∇qUpt,Σ1t q “ BtΣ1t and, in
turn, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in (1.2-1.5). In the case of the general Hamiltonian, it is no longer clear how
this approach can give us (1.8). We turn, instead, to a more direct procedure (Lemma 4.19) that also helps to
shed further light on how the equations (4.3) are the characteristics of (1.2-1.5). This optic allows us to present
a sort of uniqueness counterpart (Theorem 4.22) to the existence result, namely, that if a solution pU˜ , σ˜q is in
W 2,3;8pp0, T qˆTdqˆAC2p0, T ;PpTdqq, then it must coincide, at least for a shorter time T , with the pair pU, σq
constructed from pΣ1,Σ2q. With this approach we manage to circumvent the specific potential forms for F and g
present in [GS15]. In Section 5 we work out the differentiability of Σ in µ through the same discretization approach
used in [GS15]. This is followed by the chain rules and Lipschitz estimates of the composite functions that enter
the representation formula for u in (4.37). We should say that the formulas for the Wasserstein gradients have to
be defined and their Lipschitz estimates proved; there is no general rigorous rule on composite functions that we
can invoke. Finally, and due to the preceding remarks about BtΣ1t and Σ2t , an extra tool (Lemma 2.5) is needed
to complete the chain rule for u that is really the essence of the master equation (Theorem 6.7).
3We follow the convention, common in this field, of using the subindex t to mean “at time t”, and thus a shorthand for pt, . . .q
rather than the time derivate.
4See also [Gho17] for a recent connection between value functionals such as (1.10) and Hopf-Lax formulae on the Wasserstein
space.
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2 Preliminaries
For full details on the theory of optimal transport and the Wasserstein space of probability measures on the
d-dimensional torus Td :“ Rd{Zd, we refer the reader to [GT14]. In this section we set down the notation for the
paper, present a few general results that will be needed and fix the class of coefficients for the MFG equations.
We also fix our meaning of classical solution to the MFG system and to the master equation.
• The set of equivalence classes on Rd with respect to the equivalence relation:
x „ y iff there exist integers n1, . . . , nd such that xpjq ´ ypjq “ nj, j “ 1, . . . , d
is denoted by Td, where xpjq, ypjq are the j-th coordinates of x, y. If x, y P Td then,
|x´ y|Td :“ mint|x1 ´ y1|
ˇˇ
x, y P Rd, x1 „ x, y1 „ yu.
• If µ, ν are Borel probability measures on Rd, Γpµ, νq denotes the set of those Borel probability measures γ
on Rd ˆ Rd whose marginals are µ and ν: that is, π1#γ “ µ and π2#γ “ ν, where π1, π2 : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ Rd
are the first and second coordinate projections, respectively, and the subindex # stands for the pushforward
operator.
• We use the standard notation P2pRdq for the Wasserstein space of Borel probability measures on Rd whose
second moments are finite, with quadratic Wasserstein distance W2.
• For µ, ν P P2pRdq, we define
W pµ, νq “
ˆ
inf
γPΓpµ,νq
ż
RdˆRd
|x´ y|2
Td
γpdx, dyq
˙1{2
, (2.1)
and let Γ0pµ, νq denote the set of optimal transport plans γ between µ and ν, i.e. those for which the infimum
in (2.1) is attained. With the equivalence relation
µ „ ν iff
ż
Rd
φdµ “
ż
Rd
φdν for all φ P CpTdq
on P2pRdq, where CpTdq are all real-valued continuous functions φ on Rd such that φpxq “ φpx1q whenever
x „ x1, it is true that W pµ, νq “ W pµ1, ν1q whenever µ „ µ1 and ν „ ν1. In this way, W in formula (2.1) is
defined on the set of equivalence classes, which we henceforth denote by PpTdq. Moreover, W is a metric
on PpTdq, with respect to which PpTdq is compact.
• By a mapping F : Td Ñ S, where S is any set, we mean F : Rd Ñ S such that F pxq “ F px1q whenever
x „ x1. Likewise, a mapping F : PpTdq Ñ S is a function F : PpRdq Ñ S that takes constant values on
the equivalence classes of PpTdq. Furthermore, a function F : Td Ñ Td is to be understood as a function
F : Rd Ñ Rd such that F pxq „ F pyq whenever x „ y.
• If x “ px1, . . . , xnq P pRdqn, then µx P P2pRdq denotes the measure µx “ 1n
řn
j“1 δxj . Such measures are
called averages of Dirac masses.
• If f, g : Rd Ñ Rd are Borelian, and µ P P2pRdq, then, estimating through pf ˆ gq#µ one obtains
W2pf#µ, g#µq ď }f ´ g}L2pRd,µq. (2.2)
• Let µ P P2pRdq. Then L2pTd, µq denotes the completion of CpTdq with respect to the L2pRd, µq norm:
L2pTd, µq “ CpTdqL
2pRd,µq
. At the same time, we define the tangent space to PpTdq at µ, TµPpTdq, to be
the L2pRd, µq-completion of the subspace of L2pTd, µq consisting of gradients of smooth periodic functions
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on Rd: TµPpTdq :“ ∇C8pTd;Rq
L2pRd,µq
. Since L2pTd, µq is a Hilbert space, if we have ξ, η P L2pTd, µq,
and η P TµPpTdq, then ż
Td
ξpxq ¨ ηpxqµpdxq “
ż
Td
ξ¯pxq ¨ ηpxqµpdxq, (2.3)
where ξ¯ is the projection of ξ onto TµPpTdq.
• Wasserstein distance between average of Dirac masses. If µ, ν P P2pRdq are such that µ “ 1n
řn
j“1 δxj and
ν “ 1
n
řn
j“1 δyj , where xj ‰ xk, yj ‰ yk for j ‰ k, then there is a permutation p : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu
such that
W
2pµ, νq “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
|yppjq ´ xj |2Td .
• We denote by AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq the set of paths µ : p0, T q Ñ PpTdq for which there exists m P L2p0, T q
such that W pµt1 , µt2q ď
şt2
t1
mpτqdτ whenever 0 ă t1 ď t2 ă T.
• We say that a time-dependent velocity vector field vt : Td Ñ Rd is a velocity vector field for the absolutely
continuous path µt if vt P LppTd, µq, ż T
0
ż
Td
|vtpqq|µtpdqqdt ă 8
and the continuity equation is true:
Btµt ` divpvtµtq “ 0 in D1pp0, T q ˆ Tdq.
• A path µt in PpTdq, 0 ď t ď 1, is said to be a constant-speed geodesic if
W pµt1 , µt2q “ |t2 ´ t1|W pµ0, µ1q, t1, t2 P r0, 1s.
Given a path µt in PpTdq, a velocity vt for µt is in L2pTd;µq but it may or may not be in TµtPpTdq.
However, if µt is an AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq path, a velocity field of minimal L2pTd, µq-norm always exists, and
it belongs to TµtPpTdq. This is the content of [AGS08, Theorem 8.3.1].
Remark 2.1. Let µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq. For each 0 ď τ ď 1, let
µτ :“ rp1´ τqπ1 ` τπ2s#γ.
Let wτ , 0 ď τ ď 1, be the velocity vector field of minimal norm for µτ .
(i) For 0 ď τ ď 1, }wτ }L2pµτ q “ W pµ, νq.
(ii) For every f P CpTd;Rdq, every 0 ď τ ď 1,ż
TdˆTd
fpp1´ τqx ` τyq ¨ wτ pp1 ´ τqx` τyqγpdx, dyq “
ż
TdˆTd
fpp1 ´ τqx` τyq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq.
(iii) Furthermore, fix τ P p0, 1q, and let γτ P Γ0pµ, µτ q. Then, for every f1, f2 P CpTd;Rdq,ż
TdˆTd
rf2pyq ¨ wτ pyq ´ f1pxq ¨ w0pxqsγτ pdx, dyq “
ż
TdˆTd
rf2pyq ´ f1pxqs ¨ y ´ x
τ
γτ pdx, dyq.
We omit the proof of this remark, for which the reader can refer to [May]. 
• Density of average of Dirac masses in PpTdq. Let µ P P2pRdq. As it is well known (see, for instance, [Bog07,
Ex. 8.1.6]), the set of average of Dirac masses is dense in P2pRdq with respect to narrow convergence. In
PpTdq, this convergence coincides with convergence in W . Thus, there exists a sequence tµpnqu81 Ă P2pRdq,
with µpnq “ 1
n
řn
j“1 δxjpnq, an average of Dirac masses, such that W pµ, µpnqq Ñ 0 as nÑ8. Moreover, this
sequence can be chosen so that each xjpnq P supppµq, where supppµq is the support of the measure µ.
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2.1 Assumptions for the mean-field game equations
1. Let H P C3pTdˆRdq, H “ Hpq, pq. In this manuscript, ∇qHp¨, ¨q will always denote the gradient of H with
respect to q, evaluated at p¨, ¨q. Similarly for ∇pHp¨, ¨q, and higher-order derivatives.
2. Let F “ F pq, µq, q P Td, µ P PpTdq, be continuous in the µ variable and of class C3 in q, and let κ ą 0 be
a constant such that
|∇qF pq, µq|, |∇2qqF pq, µq|, |∇3qqqF pq, µq| ď κ, q P Td, µ P PpTdq.
Suppose, further, that ∇qF is κ-Lipschitz on Td ˆPpTdq, meaning that
|∇qF pq1, µ1q ´∇qF pq2, µ2q| ď κ
a
|q1 ´ q2|2 `W 2pµ1, µ2q, q1, q2 P Td, µ1, µ2 P PpTdq.
3. Furthermore: we require that the vector field ∇qF pq, µq is differentiable with respect to every µ, at every
q, and
∇µ∇qF pq, µqpxq “: ∇2µqF pq, µqpxq
is continuous in pq, µ, xq (hence, uniformly bounded).
4. Let g “ gpq, µq, q P Td, µ P PpTdq, and suppose g satisfies exactly the same conditions asked of F.
We call the triple pH,F, gq the coefficients for the mean-field game equations.
2.2 Assumptions for the master equation
In addition to the previous set of conditions, here we suppose that the functions
pq, µq ÞÑ F pq, µq, pq, µq ÞÑ gpq, µq are twice differentiable
in the sense explained below in Section 2.4.1, and that
∇µF, ∇
2
qµF, ∇
2
µµF, ∇
2
xµF are continuous in all its variables
(and, therefore, uniformly bounded). We suppose an identical statement holds for g.
Examples. 1. The following is the case in [GS15]:
F pq, µq “
ż
Td
φpq ´ yqµpdyq, gpq, µq “ U0pqq `
ż
Td
U1pq ´ yqµpdyq,
where U0, U1, φ are smooth functions and φ, U1 are even.
2. We can take
F pq, µq “ Upqq ` 1
m
ż
pTdqm
Φpq, y1, . . . , ymqµpdy1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpdymq
(and similarly for g), where U and Φ are smooth and Φ is symmetric in its m` 1 variables; see [GC17].
2.3 Definitions of classical (strong) solutions
Let T ą 0, and F, g : Td ˆPpTdq Ñ R be continuous; let H : Td ˆRd Ñ R be continuous and differentiable in p.
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MFG system Let 0 ă s ă T, µ P PpTdq. We say that the pair of functions U : p0, T q ˆ Td Ñ R, σ :
p0, T q Ñ PpTdq is a classical solution to the first-order MFG system (1.2-1.5) on Td with coefficients pH,F, gq
and parameters s, µ if the following hold:
 U P C1pp0, T q ˆ Tdq;
 the path σ P AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq and (1.3) is true in the sense of distributions, i.e., for every ϕ P C8c pp0, T qˆ
T
dq: ż T
0
ż
Rd
rBtϕpt, qq `∇ϕpt, qq ¨∇pHpq,∇qUpt, qqqsσtpdqqdt “ 0;
 equation (1.2) is satisfied pointwise, along with the condition (1.4) at time t “ 0 for U and the condition
(1.5) at time t “ s for σ.
We will often refer to the function U in (1.2) as the value function.
Master equation We say that the function u : p0, T q ˆ Td ˆ PpTdq Ñ R is a classical solution the master
equation of first-order MFGs (1.1) with coefficients pH,F, gq if:
 u is differentiable in s, with Bsup¨, ¨, µq continuous at every µ P PpTdq;
 u is differentiable in q, with ∇qu continuous in all three variables;
 u is differentiable in µ (see the following section), and u satisfies (1.1) pointwise.
We will refer to the function u in (1.1) as the full value function.
2.4 Differentiability in the Wasserstein space
Let W be a real-valued function on PpTdq and let µ P P2pRdq be fixed. For ξ P L2pTd, µq, ν P P2pRdq,
γ P Γpµ, νq, define
epν, ξ, γq :“Wpνq ´Wpµq ´
ż
RdˆRd
ξpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq.
We have chosen to present this section with a notation similar to the one found in the paper [GT18], which unifies
the different notions of differentiability on P2pRdq used in the literature. If r ą 0, set
erξ, rs “ sup
γPΓpµ,νq
sup
νPP2pRdq
 |epν, ξ, γq|
}π1 ´ π2}γ
ˇˇ }π1 ´ π2}γ ď r(
and
e0rξ, rs “ sup
γPΓ0pµ,νq
sup
νPP2pRdq
 |epν, ξ, γq|
}π1 ´ π2}γ
ˇˇ }π1 ´ π2}γ ď r(.
Here π1 : Td ˆ Td Ñ Td denotes projection onto the first component; and π2 onto the second.
Definition 2.2. With the preceding notation, we say that W is differentiable at µ if
lim
rÑ0`
e0rξ, rs “ 0. (2.4)
The set of all ξ P L2pTd, µq for which (2.4) holds is denoted BWpµq.
Lemma 2.3. If ξ P BWpµq, then so is its projection ξ¯ onto TµPpTdq, which is then the unique element of
minimal norm in BWpµq and is denoted by
∇µWpµq.
We will call it the Wasserstein gradient of W at µ.
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Its proof can be found in [GT14].
Remark 2.4. The following is an alternative characterization of a vector field ξ P L2pTd, µq that satisfies (2.4):
Wpνq ´Wpµq ´ sup
γPΓ0pµ,νq
ż
RdˆRd
ξpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq “ opW pµ, νqq. (2.5)
Likewise, ξ satisfies
lim
rÑ0`
erξ, rs “ 0
if and only if
Wpνq ´Wpµq ´ sup
γPΓpµ,νq
ż
RdˆRd
ξpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq “ opW pµ, νqq. 
The following lemma will be used in the final section.
Lemma 2.5. With the foregoing notation, if W : PpTdq Ñ R is differentiable at µ, then
lim
rÑ0`
er∇µWpµq, rs “ 0.
By Remark 2.4, this is the same as
Wpνq ´Wpµq ´ sup
γPΓpµ,νq
ż
RdˆRd
∇µWpµqpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq “ opW pµ, νqq.
Proof. See the Appendix.
2.4.1 Twice differentiability
In [GC17], the notion of Hessian of a function on the Wasserstein space is defined. We will follow the same
framework. Let ρ, ǫ be moduli of continuity, with ρ concave. We will say that a function
V : Td ˆPpTdq Ñ R
is twice differentiable at pq, µq if the following hold:
• the mapping x ÞÑ ∇µV pq, νqpxq exists and is differentiable for every ν in a neighbourhood of µ, with its
derivative denoted by ∇2xµV pq, νqpxq;
• the gradient ∇q∇µV pq, µqpxq “: ∇2qµV pq, µqpxq exists;
• there exist a Borel, bounded matrix-valued function Aµµ : pTdq3 Ñ Rdˆd such that
sup
γPΓ0pµ,νq
|∇µV pq¯, νqpyq ´∇µV pq, µqpxq ´∇2qµV pq, µqpxqpq¯ ´ qq ´ Pγrµspq, x, yq|
ď op|q¯ ´ q|q ` `W pµ, νq ` |x´ y|˘`ρpW pµ, νqq ` ǫp|x´ y|q˘,
where
Pγrµspq, x, yq “ ∇2xµV pq, µqpxqpy ´ xq `
ż
TdˆTd
Aµµpq, x, aqpb ´ aqγpda, dbq.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that Aµµpq, x, ¨q P TµPpTdq for all q, x. We put
∇2µµV pq, µqp¨, ¨q :“ Aµµpq, ¨, ¨q, q P Td.
In regard to the former definition and notation, the following fact will be useful.
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Proposition 2.6. Let V : Td ˆ PpTdq Ñ R be twice differentiable, in the sense explained above. Let h ÞÑ qh,
h ÞÑ xh, be differentiable paths in Td defined on an interval I, and µh P AC2pI;PpTdqq, with vh a continuous in
h velocity vector field for µh.
(i) There exists a set J Ă I, of equal measure to that of I, such that, if h0 P I, then the function h ÞÑ
∇µV pqh, µhqpxhq is differentiable at h0 and
d
dh
r∇µV pqh, µhqpxhqs
ˇˇ
h“h0
“
“ ∇2qhV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0qpqhq1|h“h0 `∇2xhV pqh0q, µh0qpxh0qpxhq1|h“h0
`
ż
Td
∇2µµV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0 , rqvh0 prqµh0 pdrq.
(ii) If ∇2qµV, ∇
2
xµV, ∇
2
µµV are continuous, and the paths h ÞÑ xh, h ÞÑ qh are in C1pIq, then
∇µV pqb, µbqpxbq ´∇µV pqa, µaqpxaq “
ż b
a
d
dh
∇µV pqh, µhqpxhqdh
for any a, b P I.
Proof. See the Appendix.
3 Main statements
We collect here the three main statements that were proved in this paper. Let H,F, g be as in Section 2.1.
Statement 1. (Theorem 4.21) If T is sufficiently small, in a way that depends only on the coefficients pH,F, gq,
then, for every 0 ă s ă T, µ P PpTdq, the MFG system (1.2-1.5) admits a classical solution pU, σq, in the sense
of Section 2.3. Moreover, pU, σq PW 2,2;8pp0, T q ˆ Tdq ˆAC2p0, T ;PpTdqq.
Statement 2. (Theorem 4.22) If pU˜ , σ˜q P W 2,3;8pp0, T q ˆ Tdq ˆ AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq is a classical solution to
the MFG system (1.2-1.5), then, at least during a possibly shorter interval r0, T s than the one in the previous
statement, the pair pU˜ , σ˜q must be the pair constructed for Theorem 4.21.
Additionally, let F, g be as in Section 2.2.
Statement 3. (Theorem 6.7) If T is small enough, in a way that depends only on the coefficients pH,F, gq, then
the master equation (1.1) admits a classical solution in the sense of Section 2.3.
4 Solving the MFG system
In this section, we construct a solution to the first-order MFG system (1.2-1.5). A fixed-point argument will
give us existence and uniqueness of solutions to the characteristics of the system. These solutions are functions
Σ : r0, T s ˆ Td Ñ Td ˆ Rd that depend on s and µ and are the backbone of our work. They incorporate enough
regularity that we can construct classical solutions (in the sense defined above) to the MFG system on Td.
4.1 System of equations and its solution.
For T ą 0, we will denote by M the space of continuous functions
Z “ pQ,P q : r0, T s ˆ Td ÝÑ Td ˆ Rd,
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endowed with the uniform norm,
}Z}8 “ max
0ďtďT
|Zpt, qq| “ maxtp|Qpt, qq|2 ` |P pt, qq|2q1{2 | t P r0, T s, q P Tdu.
That is,
M “ Cpr0, T s ˆ Td;Td ˆ Rdq.
Similarly, let
M1 :“ Cpr0, T s ˆ Td;Tdq, M2 :“ Cpr0, T s ˆ Td;Rdq.
Definition 4.1. Let θ P R`, and fix µ P PpTdq, s P r0, T s.
1. (Fixed point operator) Define the operator m¯s,µ :MÑM, m¯ “ ppm¯s,µq1, pm¯s,µq2q as follows:
If Z¯ “ pQ¯, P¯ q PM, then m¯s,µpZ¯q “ ppm¯s,µq1pZ¯q, pm¯s,µq2pZ¯qq, where:
pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq “ q `
ż t
s
∇pHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqdτ, (4.1)
pm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq “ 1
θ
∇qgpQ¯0pqq, Q¯0#µq ´
1
θ
ż t
0
∇qHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq `∇qF pQ¯τ pqq, Q¯τ#µqdτ, (4.2)
0 ď t ď T, q P Rd. In equalities (4.1) and (4.2), Q¯τ pqq :“ Q¯pτ, qq, P¯τ pqq :“ P¯ pτ, qq, τ P r0, T s, q P Rd.
2. (Coefficient bounds I) For B ą 0, let
l¯pBq :“ max
qPRd,|p|ďB,
µPPpTdq
 ?
2 |∇Hpq, θpq| ` |∇qF pq, µq|
(
,
h¯pBq :“ max
qPRd,|p|ďB,
µPPpTdq
 ?
2|∇2Hpq, θpq| `
?
2|∇3Hpq, θpq| ` |∇2qqF pq, µq| ` |∇3qqqF pq, µq|
(
,
c :“ maxtd, κu.
Thus, for a fixed B, the numbers l¯pBq, h¯pBq, c depend only on the coefficients (H, F, g).
Notes. (1) Since Q¯, P¯ are periodic in q (i.e., q P Td), if q1 „ q then pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq „ pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, q1q, so
pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, ¨q is indeed a mapping into Td, in the sense explained in the Preliminaries.
(2) Both the fixed-point operator m¯s,µ and the coefficient bounds depend on the value of θ.
(3) Throughout this text, |∇Hpq, pq|2 “ řdj“1 ˇˇ BHBpqpjqq2 pq, pqˇˇ2 `řdj“1 ˇˇ BHBpppjqq2 pq, pqˇˇ2, and the norms of second
order derivatives are defined similarly, i.e., we are using quadratic norms. 
Suppose that the operator m¯s,µ has a fixed point pQ¯, P¯ q, so on the left-hand side of (4.1) and (4.2) we would
see Q¯pt, qq and P¯ pt, qq respectively. Set Q :“ Q¯ and P :“ θP¯ . Then Z :“ pQ,P q satisfies$’’’’&
’’’’%
BtQpt, qq “ ∇pHpQpt, qq, P pt, qqq in r0, ss ˆ Td ,
BtP pt, qq “ ´∇qHpQpt, qq, P pt, qqq ´∇qF pQpt, qq, Qpt, ¨q#µq in r0, ss ˆ Td ,
Qps, qq “ q on Td ,
P p0, qq “ ∇qgpQp0, qq, Qp0, ¨q#µq on Td.
(4.3)
We will refer to the system (4.3) as the Hamiltonian ODEs with parameters s and µ.
Definition 4.2. If T ą 0, A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2 ą 0, define
M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q ĂM
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to be the subset of those Z¯p¨, ¨q “ pQ¯p¨, ¨q, P¯ p¨, ¨qq such that:
(i) Z¯p¨, ¨q belongs to W 2,2;8pr0, T s ˆ Td;Td ˆ Rdq;
(ii) the following bounds hold:$’’’’&
’’’’%
}BtQ¯}M1 ď A1, }∇qQ¯}Cpr0,T sˆTd;TdˆTdq ď A1, }∇2qqQ¯}Cpr0,T sˆTd;T2dˆTdq ď A1;
}BtP¯ }M2 ď A2, }∇qP¯ }Cpr0,T sˆTd;RdˆRdq ď A2, }∇2qqP¯ }Cpr0,T sˆTd;R2dˆRdq ď A2
}P¯ }M2 ď B;
}∇qQ¯0}CpTd;TdˆTdq, }∇2qqQ¯0}CpTd;T2dˆTdq ď E;
(4.4)
(iii) }B2ttQ¯}M ď E1, }B2ttP¯ }M ď E2.
Here W 2,2;8pr0, T s ˆ Td;Td ˆ Rdq is the Sobolev space of functions periodic in q, taking values in Td ˆ Rd,
with essentially bounded second-order weak derivatives in t and second-order weak gradients in q. Since functions
in W 1,1;8 are Lipschitz,M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q is indeed a subset ofM. The following is a standard fact, so
we will omit its proof.
Proposition 4.3. For any A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T ą 0, M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q is closed in M.
Lemma 4.4. Let θ ą 0 of Definition 4.1 be arbitrary. There exist A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2 ą 0, and T ą 0,
such that m¯s,µ maps M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q into itself, for any s P p0, T q and µ P PpTdq. The numbers
A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T depend only on the coefficients.
Proof. Observe that5
|pm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq| ď 1
θ
|∇qgpQ¯0pqq, Q¯0#µq| ` t
1
θ
sup
0ďτďt
r|∇qHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq| ` |∇qF pQ¯τ pqq, Q¯τ#µq|s,
|Btpm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qqq| ď |∇pHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqq| ,
|Btpm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq| ď 1
θ
|∇qHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqq| ` 1
θ
|∇qF pQ¯tpqq, Q¯t#µq| ;
|∇qpm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq| ď
?
d`
ż t
s
ˇˇ
∇2qpHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇2ppHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqq
ˇˇ
dτ ;
|∇qpm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq|
ď 1
θ
|∇2qqgpQ¯0pqq, Q¯0#µq∇qQ¯0pqq| `
1
θ
ż t
0
|∇2qqF pQ¯τ pqq, Q¯τ#µq∇qQ¯τ pqq|dτ
` 1
θ
ż t
0
ˇˇ
∇2qqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇2pqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqq
ˇˇ
dτ
The previous lines are inequalities for the moduli of Q, P, and their derivatives. Let us also compute second-order
derivatives to find:
|∇2qqpm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq|
ď
ż t
s
ˇˇp∇3qqpHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇3pqpHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq
`∇2qpHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇2qqQ¯τ pqq
` p∇3qppHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇3pppHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqq
`∇2ppHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇2qq P¯τ pqq
ˇˇ
dτ
5We make a convention here and in the rest of the paper that in the application of the classical chain rule, and only if are concerned
solely about estimates, juxtaposition is enough, i.e., we will not pay attention to the order of the factors or whether they are properly
transposed.
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for the first component of m¯, and, for the second component,
|∇2qqpm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq|
ď 1
θ
ˇˇp∇3qqqgpQ¯0pqq, Q¯0#µq∇qQ¯0pqqq∇qQ¯0pqq `∇2qqgpQ¯0pqq, Q¯0#µq∇2qqQ¯0pqqˇˇ
` 1
θ
ż t
0
ˇˇp∇3qqqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇3pqqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq
`∇2qqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇2qqQ¯τ pqq
` p∇3qpqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇3ppqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqqqθ∇qP¯τ pqq
`∇2pqHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqqθ∇2qqP¯τ pqq
ˇˇ
dτ
` 1
θ
ż t
0
ˇˇp∇3qqqF pQ¯τ pqq, Q¯τ#µq∇qQ¯τ pqqq∇qQ¯τ pqq `∇2qqF pQ¯τ pqq, Q¯τ#µq∇2qqQ¯τ pqqˇˇdτ.
We deal with A1, A2, B,E, T first. Let A1, A2, B, E, T be for the moment arbitrary positive numbers. Suppose
that Z¯ PM0, that is, Z¯ “ pP¯ , Q¯q satisfies (4.4). From the latter inequalities we see that:
(a) c{θ ` T h¯pBq{θ ď B implies |pm¯s,µq2pZ¯q| ď B;
(b1) l¯pBq ď A1 implies |Btpm¯s,µq1pZ¯q| ď A1;
(b2) l¯pBq{θ ď A2 implies |Btpm¯s,µq2pZ¯q| ď A2;
(c) c` T h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2q ď A1 implies |∇qpm¯s,µq1pZ¯q| ď A1;
(d) cE{θ ` T
θ
h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2q ď A2 implies |∇qpm¯s,µq2pZ¯q| ď A2;
(e) c` T h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2q ď E implies |∇qpm¯s,µq1pZ¯q|
ˇˇ
t“0
ď E;
(f1) T h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2qpA1 ` θA2 ` 1q ď A1 implies |∇2qqpm¯s,µq1pZ¯q| ď A1;
(f2) T h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2qpA1 ` θA2 ` 1q ď E implies |∇2qqpm¯s,µq1pZ¯q|
ˇˇ
t“0
ď E;
(g)
1
θ
cEpE ` 1q ` T
θ
h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2qpA1 ` θA2 ` 1q ` T
θ
h¯pBqA1pA1 ` 1q ď A2
implies |∇2qqpm¯s,µq2pZ¯q| ď A2.
We need to set A1, A2, B,E, T so that the above inequalities hold simultaneously. First choose B ą c{θ. The
number B now depends only on the coefficients and θ (through c), and thus l¯pBq, h¯pBq depend only on the
coefficients and θ, through B. Let T be small enough that c{θ ` pT {θql¯pBq ď B (i.e. T ă pθB ´ cq{l¯pBq). This
gives (a). Choose E to be any number such that E ą c, and pick A1, A2 such that
A1 ą maxtl¯pBq, E, cu, (4.5)
A2 ą maxt l¯pBq
θ
,
1
θ
cEpE ` 1qu. (4.6)
This gives (b1), (b2). Making T possibly smaller by letting
T ă R :“ min  θB ´ c
l¯pBq ,
E ´ c
h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2
,
A2 ´ cEpE ` 1q{θ
p1{θqh¯pBqrpA1 ` θA2qpA1 ` θA2 ` 1q `A1pA1 ` 1qs
,
E
h¯pBqpA1 ` θA2qpA1 ` θA2 ` 1q
(
, (4.7)
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we make sure that: (e) holds, and, consequently, (c) holds because A1 ą E; (g) holds and therefore (d) as well;
and (f2) holds, hence, (f1) is true. Finally, let us answer the existence of the constants E1, E2. We compute
B2ttpm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq to be
B2ttpm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq “ ∇2pqHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqqBtQ¯tpqq ` θ∇2ppHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqqBtP¯tpqq
and, thanks to the conditions in Section 2.1, we get for B2ttpm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq:
B2ttpm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq “ ´
1
θ
∇2qqHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqqBtQ¯tpqq `∇2pqHpQ¯tpqq, θP¯tpqqqBtP¯tpqq
´ 1
θ
∇2qqF pQ¯tpqq, Q¯t#µqBtQ¯tpqq ´
1
θ
ż
Td
∇2µqF pQ¯tpqq, Q¯t#µqpQ¯tpxqqBtQ¯tpxqµpdxq.
Therefore, it is enough to choose E1, E2 large enough such that
h¯pBqA1 ` θh¯pBqA2 ď E1{
?
2,
1
θ
h¯pBqA1 ` h¯pBqA2 ` 1
θ
cA1 ` 1
θ
}∇2µqF }8A1 ď E2{
?
2.
Proposition 4.5. (Contraction property) Let θ ą 2κ. Then there exist positive numbers A1,A2, B, E, E1, E2,
T such that for any s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, the operator m¯s,µ maps M0pA,B,E,E1, E2, T q into itself and is a
contraction.
Proof. We run the previous lemma to obtain the numbers A1, A2, B, E, E1, E2, and T, and decrease T, if
necessary, so that
T ă min  R, 1´ 2κθ
h¯pBq?2p1` 1{θq ` 2κ{θ
(
, (4.8)
where R is the number defined in (4.7). Let Z¯ “ pQ¯, P¯ q, Z¯ 1 “ pQ¯1, P¯ 1q P M0. Let s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq be
arbitrary. We have, for the first component of m¯s,µ, that
|pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq ´ pm¯s,µq1pZ¯ 1qpt, qq| ď |s´ t| max
tďτďs
|∇pHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq ´∇pHpQ¯1τ pqq, θP¯ 1τ pqqq|.
Since H is C2, we can write
|∇pHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq ´∇pHpQ¯1τ pqq, θP¯ 1τ pqqq| ďM1τ,q|Z¯pτ, qq ´ Z¯ 1pτ, qq|,
where
M1τ,q “ max
0ďλď1
|∇p∇pHqrp1´ λqQ¯τ pqq ` λQ¯1τ pqq, p1 ´ λqθP¯τ pqq ` λθP¯ 1τ pqqs|.
For the second component of m¯ we apply (2.2) to get
|pm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq ´ pm¯s,µq2pZ¯ 1qpt, qq|
ď κ
θ
b
|Q¯0pqq ´ Q¯10pqq|2 ` }Q¯0 ´ Q¯10}2L2pµq `
1
θ
t max
0ďτďt
“|∇qHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq ´∇qHpQ¯1τ pqq, θP¯ 1τ pqqq|
` κ
b
|Q¯τ pqq ´ Q¯1τ pqq|2 ` }Q¯τ ´ Q¯1τ }2L2pµq
‰
ď
?
2
κ
θ
p1 ` tq}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8 ` t
θ
max
0ďτďt
|∇qHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq ´∇qHpQ¯1τ pqq, θP¯ 1τ pqqq|,
with
|∇qHpQ¯τ pqq, θP¯τ pqqq ´∇qHpQ¯1τ pqq, θP¯ 1τ pqqq| ďM2τ,q|Z¯pτ, qq ´ Z¯ 1pτ, qq|,
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where
M2τ,q “ max
0ďλď1
|∇p∇qHqrp1´ λqQ¯τ pqq ` λQ¯1τ pqq, p1 ´ λqθP¯τ pqq ` λθP¯ 1τ pqqs|.
But, since M0 is a convex subset of M, it is true that M1τ,q,M
2
τ,q ď h¯pBq, pτ, qq P r0, ss ˆ Td. It follows that
|pm¯s,µq1pZ¯qpt, qq ´ pm¯s,µq1pZ¯ 1qpt, qq| ď |s´ t|h¯pBq}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8 , 0 ď t ď s, q P Td,
and
|pm¯s,µq2pZ¯qpt, qq ´ pm¯s,µq2pZ¯ 1qpt, qq| ď
?
2
1
θ
κp1` tq}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8 ` 1
θ
th¯pBq}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8.
Consequently, since 0 ď t, s ď T, we obtain
}m¯s,µpZ¯q ´ m¯s,µpZ¯ 1q}8 ď
?
2T h¯pBq `
?
2p
?
2
1
θ
κp1` T q ` 1
θ
T h¯pBqq}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8
“ “2κ
θ
` T `h¯pBq?2p1` 1
θ
q ` 2κ
θ
˘‰}Z¯ ´ Z¯ 1}8. (4.9)
Due to (4.8), the expression inside the square brackets in (4.9) is less than 1.
It follows now that the operator (4.1) and (4.2) has a unique fixed point inM0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q, where
A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T are as above.
Definition 4.6. Fix µ P PpTdq, s P r0, T s. Define the operator ms,µ :MÑM, m “ ppms,µq1, pms,µq2q as follows:
If Z “ pQ,P q PM, then ms,µpZq “ ppms,µq1pZq, pms,µq2pZqq, where :
pms,µq1pZqpt, qq “ q `
ż t
s
∇pHpQτ pqq, Pτ pqqqdτ, (4.10)
pms,µq2pZqpt, qq “ ∇qgpQ0pqq, Q0#µq ´
ż t
0
∇qHpQτ pqq, Pτ pqqq `∇qF pQτ pqq, Qτ#µqdτ, (4.11)
0 ď t ď T, q P Td.
Corollary 4.7. (i) For any T ą 0, s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, θ ą 0, the operator m¯ has a unique fixed point in
M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q if, and only if, m has a unique fixed point in
M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q.
(ii) With θ ą 2κ, fix s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq. Let A1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T be as obtained in Lemma 4.4. Then ms,µ
maps M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q into itself and the system (4.3) has a unique solution in
M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q.
Proof. (i) Suppose m¯s,µ has a unique fixed point Σ¯rs, µs “ pΣ¯1rs, µs, Σ¯2rs, µsq that satisfies the bounds of
Definition 4.2 with Q¯ “ Σ¯1 and P¯ “ Σ¯2. Define
Σ2rs, µs :“ Σ¯1rs, µs, Σ2rs, µs :“ θΣ¯2rs, µs. (4.12)
Then it is straighforward to check that Σrs, µs “ pΣ1rs, µs,Σ2rs, µsq is the unique fixed point of the operator
m
s,µ such that the inequalities of Definition 4.2 are true for Σ1, Σ2 with the new constants θA2, θB, θE2 in
place of A2 and B, E2 respectively, that is, such that Q “ Σ1, P “ Σ2 satisfy$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
}BtQ}M1 ď A1, }∇qQ}Cpr0,T sˆTd;TdˆTdq ď A1, }∇2qqQ}Cpr0,T sˆTd;T2dˆTdq ď A1;
}BtP }M2 ď θA2, }∇qP }Cpr0,T sˆTd;RdˆRdq ď θA2, }∇2qqP }Cpr0,T sˆTd;R2dˆRdq ď θA2;
}P }M2 ď θB;
}∇qQ0}CpTd;TdˆTdq, }∇2qqQ0}CpTd;T2dˆTdq ď E,
}B2ttQ}M ď E1, }B2ttP }M ď θE2.
(4.13)
The sufficiency part of the statement is equally easily verified.
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(ii) We take Z “ pQ,P q PM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, and evaluate m¯s,µ at Z¯ “ pQ¯, P¯ q where Q¯ “ Q and
P¯ “ P {θ, Z¯ PM0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q. Then, by Lemma 4.4,
m¯
s,µpZ¯q P M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q. But pm¯s,µq1pZ¯q “ pms,µq1pZq and pm¯s,µq2pZ¯q “ 1θ pms,µq1pZq, thus,
m
s,µpZq P M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q. Furthermore, Proposition 4.5 provides a unique fixed point
Σ¯rs, µs of m¯ in M0pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q. Defining Σrs, µs as in (4.12), then, by (i), Σrs, µs is the unique
fixed point of the operator ms,µ on M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, so it is the unique solution to (4.3) in
M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q.
We stress that, as long as T is as in (4.8), we have a solution Σrs, µs to (4.3) for any µ P PpTdq, and 0 ď s ď T,
and moreover, its Q and P components Σ1rs, µs and Σ2rs, µs satisfy the bounds of Definition 4.2 with θA2, and
θB, θE2 in place of A, B, θE2 respectively, independently of µ, with solutions being continuous and differentiable
in t and q.
Σrs, µs will always denote such solutions to (4.3) as found in Corollary 4.7.
Remark 4.8. The preceding proofs make it clear that T can be assumed to be smaller if necessary at each
following step, without affecting the validity of the previous statements. We choose to refer back to this remark
in later stages instead of imposing tighter bounds on T than (4.8) above that would make their purpose unclear
at first reading. We may sometimes just say “T is small”, having this remark in mind. 
4.2 First regularity properties
Lemma 4.9. For any fixed Z “ pQ,P q PM, t P r0, T s, q P Rd, and µ P PpTdq, the function
s ÞÑ ms,µpZqpt, qq
is continuous. Likewise, for any fixed Z PM, t P r0, T s, q P Rd, and s P r0, T s, the function
µ ÞÑ ms,µpZqpt, qq
is continuous.
Proof. Continuity of s ÞÑ ms,µpZqpt, qq for fixed t, q, µ is immediate from Definition 4.6 (formulas (4.10) and
(4.11)). Looking at the same definition for the continuity with respect to µ, note that for each τ, 0 ď τ ď T,
the function q ÞÑ Qτ pqq is Lipschitz. This implies (see, e.g., [GS15, Remark 3.3]) that the function µ ÞÑ Qτ#µ
is Lipschitz from PpTdq into itself, with the same constant. Furthermore, since the mapping pτ, qq ÞÑ Qpτ, qq is
Lipschitz, the Lipschitz constants of the functions q ÞÑ Qτ pqq are bounded with respect to τ, 0 ď τ ď T. These
facts, combined with the Lipschitz continuity of ∇qF and ∇qg, show that
µn Ñ µ in PpTdq ùñ ms,µnpZqpt, qq Ñ ms,µpZqpt, qq
for all Z PM0, t, s P r0, T s, q P Rd.
We will need the continuity and differentiability of the fixed point Σrs, µs with respect to s, and its continuity
with respect to µ. This is addressed in Lemmas 4.12 and 4.14 below. Before that, let us name the coefficient
bounds that will appear in the calculations.
Definition 4.10. (Coefficient bounds II) For B ą 0, let
lpBq :“ max
qPRd,|p|ďB,
µPPpTdq
?
2 |∇Hpq, pq| ` |∇qF pq, µq|,
hpBq :“ max
qPRd,|p|ďB,
µPPpTdq
?
2|∇2Hpq, pq| `
?
2|∇3Hpq, pq| ` |∇2qqF pq, µq| ` |∇3qqqF pq, µq|.
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Unlike the coefficient bounds l¯pBq and h¯pBq, here lpBq and hpBq are independent of the number θ. However,
if, say, pQ,P q PM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, then |∇pHpQpt, qq, P pt, qqq| ď lpθBq.
Definition 4.11. For any D “ pD1, D2q, D1, D2 ą 0, define:
(i)
M˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q ĂW 1,2,2;8pr0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td;Td ˆ Rdq
as the subset of those Zp¨; ¨, ¨q such that, for each s P r0, T s,
Zps; ¨, ¨q PM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q,
and
}BsQps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď D1, }BsP ps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď D2 (4.14)
wherever BsQ, BsP are defined;
(ii)
Q˚0,D1pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q ĂW 1,2,2;8pr0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td;Tdq
as the subset of those Qp¨; ¨, ¨q such that, for each s P r0, T s,
pQps; ¨, ¨q, 0q PM˚0 pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q,
and
}BsQps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď D1
wherever BsQ is defined.
By an argument similar to that of Proposition 4.3, the setsM˚0 and Q
˚
0 just defined are closed subsets for the
uniform convergence of Cpr0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td;Td ˆ Rdq and Cpr0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td;Tdq respectively.
Lemma 4.12. For fixed µ P PpTdq, using the same notation of Definition 4.11, and θ ą 2κ:
(i) There exists a pair of positive constants D “ pD1, D2q such that, if
Z PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, then the function
ps, t, qq ÞÑ ms,µpZps; ¨, ¨qqpt, qq
belongs to M˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q for any µ P PpTdq.
(ii) The mapping
s ÞÑ Σrs, µspt, qq
is differentiable in s a.e. on the interval 0 ă s ă T, for every µ P PpTdq, t P r0, T s, and q P Td, and it
satisfies
}BsΣ1rs, µsp¨, ¨q}Cpr0,T sˆTd;Rdq ď D1, }BsΣ2rs, µsp¨, ¨q}Cpr0,T sˆTd;Rdq ď D2
for a.e. s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq.
Proof. Given a function Z PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, define mµpZq P Cpr0, T sˆ r0, T sˆTd;TdˆRdq to
be the first function displayed in the statement.
(i) Let us show that mµpZq PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q for an appropriate D. Indeed, that mµpZq is
continuous is evident. For a.e. s P p0, T q,
BsQ1ps; t, qq “ ´∇pHpQps; s, qq, P ps; s, qqq `
ż t
s
r∇2qpHpQps; τ, qq, P ps; τ, qqqBsQps; τ, qq
`∇2ppHpQps; τ, qq, P ps; τ, qqqBsP ps; τ, qqsdτ,
so
}BsQ1ps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď lpθBq ` ThpθBqpD1 `D2q.
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Put Qps; τ, ¨q#µ “: σsτ , 0 ď τ ď T. Then, for a.e. s P p0, T q,
BsP 1ps; t, qq “ pBsqpgpQps; 0, qq, σs0qq
´
ż t
0
r∇2qqHpQps; τ, qq, P ps; τ, qqqBsQps; τ, qq
`∇2pqHpQps; τ, qq, P ps; τ, qqqBsP ps; τ, qq ` pBsqpgpQps; τ, qq, σsτ qqsdτ.
By the joint Lipschitz constants of g and F being bounded by κ, we obtain
}BsP 1ps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď 2κD1 ` T p2κD1 ` hpθBqpD1 `D2qq.
Thus, if D1 ą lpθBq, and D2 ą 2κD1, we refer to Remark 4.8 and assume that
T ă min  D1 ´ lpθBq
hpθBqpD1 `D2q ,
D2 ´ 2κD1
2κD1 ` hpθBqpD1 `D2q
(
to obtain }BsQ1ps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď D1 and }BsP 1ps; ¨, ¨q}8 ď D2.
The fact that mµpZqps; ¨, ¨q PM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q follows from Corollary 4.7.
(ii) Let Z0 P M0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q be arbitrary, with D from part (i). Define inductively Zk “
m
µpZk´1q, k “ 1, . . . Then tZku8k“0 is a sequence inM˚0,Dp¨ ¨ ¨ q, and for each s P r0, T s, Zkps; ¨, ¨q “ ms,µpZk´1ps; ¨, ¨qq,
so for each fixed s P r0, T s,
Zkps; ¨, ¨q ÝÑ Σrs, µsp¨, ¨q uniformly in M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q,
by the fixed point theorem. We thus have pointwise convergence of Zkp¨; ¨, ¨q to Zr¨, µsp¨, ¨q. We call on the
equicontinuity, uniform boundedness of the sequence and the periodicity of the functions (i.e., they are defined
on r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td) to conclude that this convergence is actually uniform. The closedness of the subspace
M˚0,Dp¨ ¨ ¨ q with respect to uniform convergence now ensures that Σr¨, µsp¨, ¨q belongs to this subspace, so it is
differentiable with respect to s for a.e. s P r0, T s and satisfies (4.14).
In the following, the constants D1, D2 will always be as in Lemma 4.12. The next remark will not be used
before Section 5.
Remark 4.13. If Z “ pQ,P q and Z¯ “ pQ¯, P¯ q are related as in the proof of Corollary 4.7(ii), that is, Q “ Q¯,
P “ θP¯ , then Z PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q if, and only if, Z¯ PM˚0,D¯pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q, where
D¯ “ pD¯1, D¯2q, D¯1 :“ D1, D¯2 :“ D2{θ. 
Lemma 4.14. Let θ ą 2κ. The mapping
r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆPpTdq ÝÑ r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆPpTdq
pt, s, q, µq ÞÝÑ pt, s,Σ1rs, µspt, qq, µq
is continuous, and for any fixed µ P PpTdq, Σ1r¨, µsp¨, ¨q is a C1 diffeomorphism.
Proof. Let tµku8k“1 be a sequence in PpTdq converging to µ P PpTdq. Consider the sequence tΣ1r¨, µksp¨, ¨qu81
and an arbitrary subsequence tΣ1r¨, µkj sp¨, ¨qu8j“1. Being in Q˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, the latter is equicon-
tinuous and uniformly bounded, so there is a sub-subsequence, which we still index with j, converging to S
for some S P Q˚0,Dp¨ ¨ ¨ q as j Ñ 8. For each s P r0, T s, on one hand, Σ1rs, µkj sp¨, ¨q ÝÑ
jÑ8
Sps; ¨, ¨q. On the
other, since, by Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 4.9, the mapping ps, Z, µq ÞÑ ms,µpZq is a continuous mapping of
r0, T sˆM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T qˆPpTdq intoM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q (because the Lipschitz con-
stant of ms,µ is independent of s and µ), we have
Σ1rs, µkj sp¨, ¨q “ pm1qs,µkj pΣ1rs, µkj sp¨, ¨qq ÝÑ
jÑ8
pm1qs,µpSps; ¨, ¨qq.
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Therefore, for each s P r0, T s, Sps; ¨, ¨q “ pm1qs,µpSps; ¨, ¨qq, that is, Sps; ¨, ¨q is a fixed point of pm1qs,µ, so, by
uniqueness, Sps; ¨, ¨q “ Σ1rs, µsp¨, ¨q. Thus, every subsequence of tΣ1r¨, µksp¨, ¨qu81 has a subsequence that converges
to Σ1r¨, µsp¨, ¨q P Q˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q. Hence,
Σ1r¨, µksp¨, ¨q ÝÑ Σ1r¨, µsp¨, ¨q uniformly,
which implies the claimed continuity.
The second assertion of the lemma will be an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.15.
Lemma 4.15. Let θ ą 2κ, 0 ď s ď T, µ P PpTdq. The mapping q ÞÑ Σ1rs, µspt, qq is a C1 diffeomorphism, for
0 ď t ď T, with
1
2
ă det∇qΣ1rs, µspt, qq, |p∇qΣ1rs, µspt, qqq´1| ă 4p1`
?
dqd´1, (4.15)
provided T is sufficiently small.
Proof. We know the mapping is already C1 because W 2;8 mappings are continuously differentiable. To prove
invertibility, put Θpt, qq :“ Σ1pt, qq ´ q. Computing ∇qΘpt, qq, we have
|∇qΘpt, qq| ď |s´ t|pA1 ` θA2qhpθBq (4.16)
because Σ PM0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q. By Remark 4.8, this means the function q ÞÑ Θpt, qq has Lipschitz
constant strictly less than 1. Therefore, the function q ÞÑ q `Θpt, qq “ Σ1pt, qq is injective, for 0 ď t ď T.
To prove that q ÞÑ Σ1pt, qq is onto, note that supqPRd |Σ1pt, qq ´ q| ď T lpθBq ă 2T lpθBq, for 0 ď t ď T. Let
y be a point in the ball of radius R ´ 2T lpθBq in Rd centered at the origin, where R ą 1 ą 2T lpθBq. Then for
all q on the boundary of BRp0q —the ball of radius R in Rd centered at the origin— we have: Σ1pt, qq ‰ y, for
0 ď t ď T. Therefore
fptq :“ degpΣ1t , BRp0q, yq, 0 ď t ď T,
the topological degree of Σ1t is well defined at y P BR´2TlpθBqp0q. This counts the number of “signed” solutions
(see, e.g., [FG95]) x in BRp0q of the equation Σ1t pxq “ y. Since f is a continuous function taking on integer values
only, we conclude that fptq “ fpsq “ 1. This means that the range of Σ1t includes BR´2TlpθBqp0q. Since R ą 1 is
arbitrary, we conclude that the range of Σ1t is R
d.
We will denote the inverse of Σ1 by X, so
Xrs, µspt, qq “ rΣ1rs, µsptqs´1pqq,
for 0 ă s ď T, 0 ď t ď T, q P Td, µ P PpTdq. Next, note that for 0 ď t ď T, q P Td, |∇qΣ1t pqq ´ Id| ď
T pA1` θA2qhpθBq ă 1, since T is small, where Id is the dˆ d matrix with 1’s in the diagonal and 0’s everywhere
else. This implies that ∇qΣ1t pqq is an invertible matrix, for 0 ď t ď T, q P Td. By the inverse function theorem,
Xt is differentiable. Moreover, since
∇qXtpqq “ r∇qΣ1t pXtpqqqs´1, (4.17)
and q ÞÑ ∇qΣ1t pqq is continuous, continuity of matrix inversion gives that the mapping q ÞÑ ∇qXtpqq is continuous;
this means that X is C1 in q.
To show (4.15), we may use the fact that6 the determinant function det : Rd
2 Ñ R has derivative ∇ det
satisfying
|∇ detpξq| ď 2|ξ|d´1, ξ P Rd2
and the inverse matrix formula
ξ´1 “ 1
det ξ
p∇ det ξqt,
6See, for instance, [GS15, Remark 3.11].
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where the superscript t denotes transposition. By the mean-value theorem, there is τ P r0, 1s such that detpId `
s
T
∇qΘq´det Id “ ∇ detpId` τ sT∇qΘq ¨ sT∇qΘ, where ∇Θ abbreviates ∇Θpt, qq at an arbitrary pt, qq P r0, T sˆTd.
Hence, by the aforementioned fact,
| detpId ` s
T
∇qΘq ´ det Id| ď s
T
|∇ detpId ` τ s
T
∇qΘq||∇qΘ| ď s
T
2|Id ` τ s
T
∇qΘ|d´1||∇qΘ|
ď 2p
?
d` |∇qΘ|qd´1|∇qΘ| ď 2p1`
?
dqd´1T pA1 `A2qhpθBq
ă 1
2
,
by (4.16) and because T is small enough that
T ă 1
4p1`?dqd´1pA1 ` θA2qhpθBq
.
Since Id`∇qΘpt, qq “ ∇qΣ1pt, qq and det Id “ 1, we obtain the first inequality in (4.15). Using the inverse matrix
formula and the inequality |∇ detpξq| ď 2|ξ|d´1 once more, we have
|∇qXpt, qq| “ |pId `∇qΘq´1| “
ˇˇpdetpId `∇qΘqq´1r∇ detpId `∇qΘqst ˇˇ
ď 2
detpId `∇qΘq |Id `∇qΘ|
d´1 ď 2
detpId `∇qΘqp1 `
?
dqd´1
ă 4p1`
?
dqd´1,
and since this holds for any t P r0, T s and q P Td, we have obtained the second inequality in (4.15).
Bound on ∇qX. Due to the formula ∇qXtpqq “ p∇qΣ1t q´1 ˝Xtpqq, i.e., formula (4.17), the second inequality
in (4.15) implies
}∇qXrs, µspt, ¨q}CpTd;TdˆTdq ă 4p1`
?
dqd´1. (4.18)
Definition 4.16. Let θ ą 2κ. Given µ P PpTdq, s P r0, T s, and Σ the unique fixed point of ms,µ in
M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, set
σt “ σptq :“ Σ1rs, µspt, ¨q#µ, vrs, µspt, qq :“ BtΣ1t rs, µs ˝Xtrs, µspqq, (4.19)
for 0 ď t ď T.
It should be kept in mind that the path σt depends on s and µ. Also, the arguments s, µ may often be omitted
in the notation for v, as has been done for Σ.
Proposition 4.17. The path σ belongs to AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq and v is a velocity associated to σ, that is, Btσ `
divpσvq “ 0 in the distribution sense, with vt “ vpt, ¨q P L2pTd, σtq, 0 ă t ă T.
Proof. The proof is simple and follows by direct estimation and calculation, so we omit it.
Note that the definition of the field vt means that the mappings t ÞÑ Σ1pt, qq are the flow lines of vt.
4.3 Value function U and characteristics
In what follows, the hypotheses of Corollary 4.7 will be in force, with Σ denoting the solution to (4.3). The
following statement stems from the fact that Σ1rs, µsp¨, ¨q PW 2,2;8pp0, T q ˆ Td;Tdq; we omit its proof.
Proposition 4.18. For every s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, the function Xrs, µsp¨, ¨q is in W 2,2;8pp0, T q ˆ Td;Tdq.
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Define now
Vrs, µspt, qq :“ Σ2t rs, µs ˝Xtrs, µspqq “ Σ2t rs, µs ˝ pΣ1t rs, µsq´1pqq, (4.20)
for s, t P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, q P Td. Alternatively, we may write Vtrs, µspqq. We can now proceed to solve the MFG
system.
Lemma 4.19. Let T be small according to Remark 4.8, s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, and, as in Definition 4.16:
σt “ Σ1rs, µspt, ¨q#µ. For each q P Td, let
Upt, qq “ zpt,Xrs, µspt, qqq, t P r0, T s,
where zp¨, qq satisfies
Btzpt, qq “ Σ2rs, µspt, qq ¨∇pHpΣ1rs, µspt, qq,Σ2rs, µspt, qqq (4.21)
´HpΣ1rs, µspt, qq,Σ2rs, µspt, qqq ´ F pΣ1rs, µspt, qq, σtq in p0, T q,
zp0, qq “ gpΣ1rs, µsp0, qq, σ0q. (4.22)
Then U P C1pp0, T q ˆ Tdq and solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the mean-field game system:
BtUpt, xq `Hpx,∇qUpt, xqq ` F px, σtq “ 0 in p0, T q ˆ Td, (1.2)
Up0, ¨q “ gp¨, σ0q. (1.4)
Proof. Since s and µ are fixed, we abbreviate Σrs, µspt, qq “ Σtpqq. Observe that the right-hand side of (4.21) is
C1 in q, C0 in t, so z is C1 in q, C1 in t. Therefore, U is C1 in both variables t and q, because of Proposition 4.18.
Moreover, since Btzpt, qq is C1 in q, then (e.g. see [Rud76, Thm. 9.41]) ∇2tqz exists and is equal to ∇2qtz. Thus, the
calculations below are legitimate. We have Upt,Σ1t pqqq “ zpt, qq, so Btzpt, qq “ BtpUpt,Σ1t pqqq and
Btzpt, qq “ BtpUpt,Σ1t pqqqq “ BtUpt,Σ1t pqqq `∇qUpt,Σ1t pqqq ¨ BtΣ1t pqq
“ BtUpt,Σ1t pqqq `∇qUpt,Σ1t pqqq ¨∇pHpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqq (4.23)
Now, if
∇qUpt,Σ1t pqqq “ Σ2t pqq, t P p0, T q, q P Td, (4.24)
then, comparing (4.23) and (4.21), we get
BtUpt,Σ1t pqqq “ ´HpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqq ´ F pΣ1t pqq, σtq,
and the change of variable x “ Σ1t pqq then yields (1.2), (1.4). We set out to prove (4.24) now. Let
riptq :“ Bzpt, qqBqpiq ´
dÿ
j“1
pΣ2t qpjqpqq
Bxpjq
Bqpiq ,
i “ 1, . . . , d, where x “ Σ1t pqq. We know that rip0q “ 0, from the initial conditions, and
9ripqq “ B
2zpt, qq
BtBqpiq ´
dÿ
j“1
BtpΣ2t qpjqpqq
B
Bqpiq
B
Btx
pjq “: a´ b.
Using the first line, BtΣ1t pqq “ ∇pHpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqq, in (4.3), we have
a “ BqpiqBtzpt, qq
“
dÿ
k“1
“ dÿ
k“1
BqpiqpΣ2t qpkqpqqBtpΣ1qpkqt pqq ` pΣ2t qpkqpqqB2t,qpiqpΣ1t qpkqpqq
‰
´
dÿ
l“1
“BqplqHpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqqBqpiqpΣ1t qplqpqq ` BpplqHpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqqBqpiq pΣ2t qplqpqq‰
´
dÿ
l“1
BqplqF pΣ1t pqq, σtqBqpiqpΣ1t qplqpqq,
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and, by the second line in (4.3), namely, BtΣ2t pqq “ ´∇qHpΣ1t pqq,Σ2t pqqq ´∇qF pΣ1t pqq, σtq, this simplifies to
a “
dÿ
k“1
“pΣ2t qpkqpqqB2tqpiqpΣ1t qpkqpqq ` BtpΣ2t qpkqpqqBqpiqpΣ1t qpkqpqq‰.
As for b,
b “ Bt
` dÿ
j“1
pΣ2t qpjqpqqBqpiqpΣ1t qpjqpqq
˘
“
dÿ
j“1
“BtpΣ2t qpjqpqqBqpiqpΣ1t qpjqpqq ` pΣ2t qpjqpqqB2tqpiq pΣ1t qpjqpqq‰,
so a “ b. Therefore 9riptq ” 0, and riptq ” 0 on p0, T s, by the uniqueness of (4.21) r0, T s. Now we differentiate U ,
keeping in mind that Upt, xq “ zpt, qq; using the fact that riptq “ 0, 0 ď t ď T, we have
BxpiqUpt, xq “
dÿ
j“1
Bzpt, qq
Bqpjq
Bqpjq
Bxpiq “
dÿ
j“1
dÿ
k“1
pΣ2t qpkqpqq
Bxpkq
Bqpiq
Bqpjq
Bxpiq “
dÿ
k“1
pΣ2t qpkqpqq
Bxpkq
Bxpiq “ pΣ
2
t qpiqpqq,
for i “ 1, . . . , d and 0 ď t ď T. This proves (4.24), completing the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 4.20. By (4.24) in the proof of the preceding lemma, we have
∇qUpt, qq “ Vrs, µspt, qq, t P p0, T q, q P Td. (4.25)
The dependence of U on the parameters s and µ, made clear by its definition, should not be forgotten. This
corollary means that Vrs, µspt, ¨q is the C1 gradient of a function. Thus,
∇qVrs, µspt, qq is symmetric, for every t P p0, T q, q P Td.
To conclude our statement about the MFG system, observe that
vtpqq “ BtΣ1t ppΣ1t q´1pqqq “ ∇pHpq,Vpt, qqq “ ∇pHpq,∇qUpt, qqq. (4.26)
Hence, combining with Proposition 4.17, we have the following.
Theorem 4.21. (Existence of solution to the MFG system) Let µ P PpTdq, T be in accordance with Remark 4.8
and Proposition 4.5, 0 ă s ă T, and let σt, vt be as in (4.19), where pΣ1rs, µs,Σ2rs, µsq is the unique solution
to (4.3) with parameters s, µ. Then the pair pU, σq, where U is as in Lemma 4.19, is a classical solution to the
mean-field game system (1.2-1.5) in the sense explained in Section 2.3.
Note that, by Proposition 4.18, the function U in the pair pU, σq constructed above is in W 2,2;8pp0, T qˆTdqˆ
AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq. The following is, in a sense, a consistency, or restricted uniqueness, complement to the latter
theorem.
Theorem 4.22. (The case ofW 2,3;8pp0, T qˆTdqˆAC2p0, T ;PpTdqq solutions to the MFG system) Let pU˜ , σ˜q be a
classical solution to the MFG system (1.2-1.5), in the sense explained in Section 2.3, such that U PW 2,3;8pp0, T qˆ
T
dq. Then pU˜ , σ˜q “ pU, σq, where pU, σq is the pair constructed for Theorem 4.21.
Proof. Let pU˜ , σ˜q be a solution to the system (1.2-1.5) with parameters s P p0, T q and µ P PpTdq, according to
the definition of Section 2.3, and suppose, moreover, that U˜ is W 3;8 in q.
1. We will prove that the characteristics of the MFG system satisfied by pU˜ , σ˜q must solve the Hamiltonian
system (4.3). Set
v˜tpqq “ v˜pt, qq :“ ∇pHpq,∇qU˜pt, qqq,
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0 ď t ď T, q P Td. Since U˜ PW 2,3;8pp0, T qˆTdq and H P C3, we have that Lippv˜t,Kq` supqPK |v˜tpqq| is bounded
on r0, T s, where K is any compact subset of Rd and Lippv˜t,Kq is the Lipschitz constant of v˜t|K . By elementary
ODE theory (see, e.g., [AGS08, Lemma 8.1.4]), if q P Rd, the ODE
Σ˜1ps, qq “ q, BBt Σ˜
1pt, qq “ v˜tpΣ˜1pt, qqq (4.27)
has a unique maximal solution in a neighborhood Ipq, sq Ă p0, T q of s, but, since Σ˜1pt, ¨q is periodic, and therefore
bounded for every t P p0, T q, then Ipq, sq “ p0, T q. Clearly, the path t ÞÑ Σ˜1pt, ¨q#µ solves the continuity equation
with velocity v˜t. We can apply Proposition 8.1.7 of [AGS08] to conclude that
σ˜t “ Σ˜1pt, ¨q#µ, (4.28)
0 ď t ď T. Let
V˜pt, qq :“ ∇qU˜pt, qq , Σ˜2pt, qq :“ V˜pt, Σ˜1pt, qqq, (4.29)
0 ď t ď T, q P Td. Then
BtΣ˜1pt, qq “ v˜tpΣ˜1pt, qqq “ ∇pHpΣ˜1pt, qq, Σ˜2pt, qqq, (4.30)
which is the first equation in (4.3). To obtain the second one, observe that
BtΣ˜2pt, qq “ BtV˜pt, Σ˜1pq, tqq `∇qV˜pt, Σ˜1pt, qqqBtΣ˜1pt, qq “ ∇2tqU˜pt, Σ˜1pt, qqq `∇2qqU˜pt, Σ˜1pt, qqqBtΣ˜1pt, qq,
while, differentiating the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with respect to q gives
∇2qtU˜pt, qq `∇qHpq,∇qU˜pt, qqq `∇pHpq,∇qU˜pt, qqq∇2qqU˜pt, qq `∇qF pq, σ˜tq “ 0,
which, evaluating at Σ˜1pt, qq in place of q, and using (4.29), (4.30), serves to simplify the former equality to
BtΣ˜2pt, qq “ ´∇qHpΣ˜1pt, qq, Σ˜2pt, qqq ´∇qF pΣ˜1pt, qq, σ˜tq,
which is the second equation in (4.3). The condition Σ˜2p0, qq “ ∇qgpΣ˜1p0, qq, Σ˜1p0, ¨q#µq follows readily from
(4.29) and (1.4).
2. We prove that, for a possibly smaller T, the solutions pΣ˜1, Σ˜2q to (4.3) from the previous paragraph belongs
to M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q, i.e., they satisfy the bounds (4.13) and (iii) of Definition 4.2. If T is small
enough, since |Σ˜2p0, qq| “ |∇qgpΣ˜10pqq, σ˜0q| ď κ, continuity implies |Σ˜2pt, qq| ď κ ` ε, 0 ď t ď T, q P Td for an
ε ą 0 such that
|Σ˜2pt, qq| ď θκ
θ
` ε ď θ1
θ
maxtd, κu ` ε “ θc{θ ` ε ď θB,
because B in the proof of Lemma 4.4 was chosen as B ą c{θ (in these lines we are referring back to the proof
of Lemma 4.4, in particular (4.5), (4.6) and the paragraph preceding those inequalities). This is the third line in
(4.13). Since }Σ˜2}M2 ď θB, we have |BtΣ˜1pt, qq| “ |∇pHpΣ˜1pt, qq, Σ˜2pt, qqq| ď l¯pBq (see Definition 4.1, “Coefficient
bounds I”) for small enough T and all q, and since A1 in Lemma 4.4 was chosen to be larger than l¯pBq, we obtain
the bound for }BtΣ˜1} in (4.13). The one for }BtΣ˜2}M2 goes in a similar way, because A2 in Lemma 4.4 was chosen
larger than l¯pBq{θ. The bounds for the second-order time derivatives are dealt with in a similar way, keeping in
mind the way E1 and E2 were chosen in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
From (4.27), Σ˜1pt, qq “ q ` şt
s
vτ pΣ˜1pτ, qqqdτ, which makes it clear that, upon taking the gradient in q, if T
is small enough, the norm of ∇qΣ˜1pt, qq will be only slightly larger than
?
d, making it less than A1, because of
(4.5). The bound for }∇2qqΣ˜1}, due to ∇2qqpqq ” 0, can actually be made arbitrarily small by choosing T small
enough. To address ∇qΣ˜2 and ∇2qqΣ˜
2, since
U˜pt, qq “ gpq, σ˜0q `
ż t
0
rHpq,∇qU˜pτ, qqq ` F pq, σ˜τ qsdτ,
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and ∇qΣ˜2pt, qq “ ∇2qqU˜pt, Σ˜1pt, qqq∇qΣ˜1pt, qq, the norm of ∇qΣ˜2 is the product of a number slightly larger than
κ and one slightly larger than
?
d, for small times T. But the constant E in the proof of Lemma 4.4 is larger than
c “ maxtd, κu, and A2 ą 1θ cEpE ` 1q. This ensures that }∇qΣ˜2} ď θA2. Next, given that
∇2qqΣ˜
2 “ ∇3qqqU˜∇qΣ˜1∇qΣ˜1 `∇2qqU˜∇2qqΣ˜1
(because U˜ is W 3;8 in q), and |∇2qqΣ˜1|, as already mentioned, can be made as small as needed by reducing T ,
the same argument shows that }∇2qqΣ˜2} is also no greater than θA2, since the norm of ∇3qqqU˜∇qΣ˜1∇qΣ˜1 is the
product of a number slightly larger than κ and one slightly than d. Finally, }∇qΣ˜10}, }∇2qqΣ˜10} ď E follow from E
having been picked larger than d (and, therefore, than
?
d), and taking T smaller if necessary.
Thus, the mapping pΣ˜1, Σ˜2q constructed in (4.27) and (4.29) from pU˜ , σ˜q coincides with the unique solution
pΣ1rs, µs,Σ2rs, µsq of (4.3) in M0pA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q during a possibly shorter interval r0, T s. Conse-
quently, by (4.28), we further have that σ˜ “ σ. Also, now that V˜pt, qq “ Vpt, qq, 0 ď t ď T, we get
U˜pt, qq “ gpx, σ˜0q ´
ż t
0
rHpq, V˜pτ, qq ´ F px, σ˜τ qsdτ “ gpx, σ0q ´
ż t
0
rHpx,Vpτ, qqq ´ F pq, στ qsdτ “ Upt, qq,
for any t P r0, T s. Thus, pU˜ , σ˜q “ pU, σq on the possibly smaller interval r0, T s.
4.4 The full value function ups, q, µq
In this section we begin our study of the dependence of our solution U to (1.2) on the parameter µ. First, we
present a list of facts that will be used in this and following sections.
Proposition 4.23. Let 0 ď s, t0 ď T, µ P PpTdq. Set
σt0 “ Σ1t0 rs, µs#µ.
Then,
(i) For every 0 ď t ď T :
Σtrt0, σt0 s ˝ Σ1t0 rs, µs “ Σtrs, µs. (4.31)
(ii) For every 0 ď t ď T :
Σ1t rt0,Σ1t0 rt, µs#µs and Σ1t0rt, µs are inverses of each other , (4.32)
vtrs, µs “ vtrt0, σt0 s , (4.33)
Σ2t rt0, σt0 s ˝ Σ1t0 rs, µs “ Σ2t rs, µs , (4.34)
BsΣ1t rs, µs “ ´∇qΣ1t rs, µsvsrt, σts. (4.35)
(iii) If 0 ď τ, t ď T, then
Σ2τ rt, σts ˝ pΣ1τ rt, σtsq´1 “ Σ2τ rs, µs ˝ Σ1τ rs, µs´1. (4.36)
Proof. (i) Let
Qpt, qq “ pΣ1t rs, µs ˝ Σ1t0 rs, µs´1qpqq,
P pt, qq “ pΣ2t rs, µs ˝ Σ1t0 rs, µs´1qpqq,
for 0 ď t ď T, q P Td. By differentiating, and noting that Qp0, ¨q#σt0 “ Σ10rs, µs#µ, one verifies that Q and P
defined this way satisfy the Hamiltonian ODEs (4.3) with
s “ t0, µ “ σt0 .
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Since solutions to (4.3) are unique, we conclude that
pQt, Ptq “ pΣ1t rt0, σt0 s,Σ2t rt0, σt0 sq,
yielding (4.31).
(ii) Fact (4.32) follows readily from (i), by setting t “ s. For (4.33), see [GS15, p. 6593]. Formula (4.34) is
just the second component of (4.31).
By (4.32), with t “ s, t0 “ t, we have
id “ Σ1t rs, µs ˝ Σ1srt, σts “ Σ1rs, µspt,Σ1srt, σtsq.
By Lemma 4.12, we can differentiate both sides with respect to s:
0 “ BsΣ1rs, µspt,Σ1srt, σtspqqq `∇qΣ1rs, µspt,Σ1srt, σtspqqqBsΣ1srt, σtspqq, q P Td.
Substituting Σ1srt, σtspqq for q, we get
0 “ BsΣ1rs, µspt, qq `∇qΣ1rs, µspt, qqBsΣ1srt, σtspΣ1srt, σts´1q
“ BsΣ1rs, µspt, qq `∇qΣ1rs, µspt, qqvsrt, σts,
which gives (4.35).
(iii) For (4.36), simply use (4.34) with τ in place of t and t in place of t0:
Σ2τ rt, σts ˝ pΣ1τ rt, σtsq´1 “ Σ2τ rs, µs ˝ Σtrs, µs´1 ˝ Σ1τ rt, σts´1
“ Σ2τ ˝ pΣ1τ rt, σts ˝ Σtrs, µsq´1 “ Σ2τ rs, µs ˝ Σ1τ rs, µs´1.
Given s P r0, T s, q P Td, µ P PpTdq, define
ups, q, µq “ gpq,Σ1rs, µsp0, ¨q#µq ´
ż s
0
“
Hpq,Vrs, µspτ, qqq ` F pq,Σ1rs, µspτ, ¨q#µ
‰
dτ, (4.37)
and, as before, σt “ Σ1t rs, µs#µ, 0 ď t ď T. Note that (4.36) reads now as
Vτ rt, σts “ Vτ rs, µs.
This, coupled with the fact that, by (4.31) of Proposition 4.23, Σ1τ rt, σts ˝Σ1t rs, µs “ Σ1τ rs, µs, 0 ď τ ď T, gives us
upt, q, σtq “ gpq,Σ10rt, σts#σtq ´
ż t
0
“
Hpq,Vrt, σtspτ, qqq ` F pq,Σ1rt, σtspτ, ¨q#µq
‰
dτ
“ gpq, σ0q ´
ż t
0
“
Hpq,Vrs, µspτ, qqq ` F pq,Σ1τ rs, µs#µq
‰
dτ. (4.38)
Since
Vrs, µspt,Σ1rs, µspt, qqq “ Σ2rs, µspt, qq,
and Σ2 satisfies the second of the Hamiltonian ODEs (4.3), it follows, by taking the total time derivative of
Vrs, µspt,Σ1rs, µspt, qqq, and then changing variable from Σ1pt, qq to q, that Vpt, qq “ Vrs, µspt, qq satisfies the
equation
BtVpt, qq `∇qVpt, qq∇pHpq,Vpt, qqq “ ´∇qHpq,Vpt, qqq ´∇qF pq,Σ1t#µq, (4.39)
Vp0, qq “ ∇qgpq, σ0q. (4.40)
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If we differentiate upt, q, σtq with respect to q in (4.38), and use (4.39) and (4.40), we get
∇qupt, q, σtq “ ∇qgpq, σ0q `
ż t
0
“BtVrs, µspτ, qq `∇qVrs, µspτ, qq∇pHpq,Vrs, µspτ, qqq
´∇pHpq,Vrs, µspτ, qq∇qVrs, µspτ, qq
‰
dτ.
Since ∇qVτ is a symmetric matrix for τ P r0, T s, only the term BtV survives in the integral. Hence
∇qupt, q, σtq “ Vrs, µspt, qq, 0 ď t ď T, q P Td. (4.41)
Differentiating now with respect to t in (4.38), and substituting (4.41) into it, we conclude that
Btpupt, q, σtqq `Hpq,∇qupt, q, σtqq ` F pq, σtq “ 0. (4.42)
Thus, we have shown:
Lemma 4.24. For s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, we have:
(i) For any pt, qq P r0, T s ˆ Td,
up0, ¨, µq “ gp¨, µq , ∇qupt, q, σtq “ Vrs, µspt, qq.
(ii) The function t ÞÑ upt, q, σtq is continuously differentiable and
Btpupt, q, σtqq `Hpq,∇qupt, q, σtqq ` F pq, σtq “ 0 , pt, qq P r0, T s ˆ Td.
5 Regularity of Σrs, ¨spt, qq
Besides the conditions of Section 2.1, we now activate the conditions of Section 2.2 for the remainder of the paper.
5.1 The discretized map M
For the remainder of the paper, let
θ ą maxt1, 5
?
2κu, (5.1)
and A1, A2, B, E, T, D be as in Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.7, with T being subject to Remark 4.8.
The functions Σrs, µs, s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, as before, denote the fixed points of the operators ms,µ, while
Σ¯rs, µs “ pΣ1rs, µs, 1
θ
Σ2rs, µsq “: pΣ¯1rs, µs, Σ¯2rs, µsq are the fixed points of the operators m¯s,µ; recall (4.12) from
the proof of Corollary 4.7.
Let M “ pM1,M2q be the map Σ “ pΣ1,Σ2q restricted to average of Dirac masses. Namely:
Definition 5.1. For any s, t P r0, T s, q P Td, x P pTdqn, let
M “ pM1,M2q : r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ pTdqn ÝÑ Td ˆ Rd
pt, s, q, xq ÞÝÑ Σrs, µxspt, qq
“ pΣ1rs, µxspt, qq,Σ2rs, µxspt, qqq.
Note. The domain of the mapping M depends on n P Z`. 
Definition 5.2. (i) For n P N, Let M¯k, k “ 0, 1, . . . be the sequence of Td ˆ Rd-valued functions on r0, T s ˆ
r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ pTdqn defined by
M¯0 ” pq, 0q, M¯k`1 “ m¯s,µxpM¯kp¨, s, ¨, xqq,
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where µx “ 1
n
řn
j“1 δxj , x “ px1, . . . , xnq P pTdqn. That is,
M¯k`11 pt, s, q, xq “ q `
ż t
s
∇pHpM¯k1 pτ, s, q, xq, θM¯k2 pτ, s, q, xqqdτ
and
M¯k`12 pt, s, q, xq “
1
θ
∇qgnpM¯k1 p0, s, q, xq, M¯k1 p0, s, x1, xq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , M¯k1 p0, s, xn, xqq
´ 1
θ
ż t
0
r∇pHpM¯k1 pτ, s, q, xq, θM¯k2 pτ, s, q, xqq
`∇qFnpM¯k1 pt, s, q, xq, M¯k1 pt, s, q, x1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , M¯k1 pt, s, q, xnqqsdτ,
where
Fnpq, xq :“ F pq, µxq, gnpq, xq :“ gpq, µxq.
(ii) Let Mk, k “ 0, 1, . . . be the the sequence of Td ˆRd-valued functions on r0, T sˆ r0, T sˆTd ˆpTdqn defined by
M0 ” pq, 0q, Mk`1 “ ms,µxpMkp¨, s, ¨, xqq.
Remark 5.3. It follows that, for every k “ 0, 1, . . .
Mk1 pt, s, q, xq “ M¯k1 pt, s, q, xq; Mk2 pt, s, q, xq “ θM¯k2 pt, s, q, xq,
t, s P r0, T s, q P Td, x P pTdqn. 
The objective now is to obtain estimates on the derivatives of Mk with respect to x. Using the definition of
Wasserstein gradient directly, one verifies the formulas
∇2xiqFnpq, xq “
1
n
∇µ∇qF pq, µxqpxiq, ∇2xiqgnpq, xq “
1
n
∇µ∇qgpq, µxqpxiq. (5.2)
The previous is a matrix equality: the entries on the left hand side are B
x
pjq
i
BqplqFnpq, xq and those on the right
are 1
n
∇µjBqplqF pq, µxqpxiq, for j, l “ 1, . . . , d, where ∇µjF pq, µq denotes the j-th component of the Wasserstein
gradient of BqplqF pq, µxq at xi. Furthermore, since ∇qF and ∇qg are twice differentiable in the measure variable,
we also know that
∇2xjxi∇qFnpq, xq “
1
n2
∇2µµ∇qF pq, µxqpxi, xjq, ∇2xjxi∇qgnpq, xq “
1
n2
∇2µµ∇qgpq, µxqpxi, xjq. (5.3)
We begin with the xj -derivative of the pk` 1q-th iteration (j “ 1, . . . , n), and in this and subsequent calculations,
we will include in the arguments of the functions only the variables that are relevant to them.
∇xjM¯
k`1
1 pt, s, q, xq “
ż t
s
r∇2qpHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k1 ` θ∇2ppHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k2 sdτ, (5.4)
∇xjM¯
k`1
2 pt, s, q, xq “
1
θ
∇2qqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇xjM¯k1 pq, xq
` 1
θ
∇2xjqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqqr∇qM¯k1 pxj , xq `∇xjM¯k1 pxj , xqs
` 1
θ
ÿ
i‰j
∇2xiqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇xjM¯k1 pxi, xq
´ 1
θ
ż t
0
r∇2qqHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k1 ` θ∇2pqHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k2 sdτ
´ 1
θ
ż t
0
r∇2qqFnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇xjM¯k1 pq, xq
`∇2xjqFnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqqr∇qM¯k1 pxj , xq `∇xjM¯k1 pxj , xqs
`
ÿ
i‰k
∇2xiqFnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇xjM¯k1 pxi, xqsdτ. (5.5)
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For the next lemma, we remind the reader of Remark 4.13.
Lemma 5.4. Fix n P Z`. Using the terminology of Definition 5.2, the following hold:
(i) For each k “ 0, 1, . . . and each x P pTdqn,
Mkp¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q.
(ii) There is a constant C ą 0, independent of k such that for any j “ 1, . . . , n:
}∇xjMk}8 ď
C
n
. (5.6)
Proof. (i) Clearly, M¯0p¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚
0,D¯
pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q, and by Lemma 4.12, each
M¯kp¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚
0,D¯
pA1, A2, B,E,E1, E2, T q. By Remark 4.13, eachMkp¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q.
(ii) Recall formulas (5.2), (5.3)—since ∇qF, ∇qg and their first and second order Wasserstein gradients are
uniformly bounded (conditions imposed in Section 2.2), we get
}∇xjM¯k`1}8 ď
`?2κ
θ
E `
?
2κ
θ
TA1
˘ 1
n
` }∇xjM¯}8
`?2κ
θ
`
?
2κ
θ
1
n
`
?
2κ
θ
n´ 1
n
`
T
“
2
?
2p1` θqh¯pBq `
?
2κ
θ
`
?
2κ
θ
1
n
`
?
2κ
θ
n´ 1
n
‰˘
ď
?
2κ
θ
pE ` TA1q 1
n
` }∇xjM¯k}8
`
3
?
2κ
θ
` T p2
?
2p1` θqh¯pBq ` 3
?
2κ
θ
q˘.
By (5.1), we can invoke Remark 4.8 to obtain that the latter is an expression of the form
}∇xjM¯k`1}8 ď
a
n
` b}∇xjM¯k}8
with positive constants a, b in which b ă 1. This holds for every k “ 0, 1, . . . Applying this inequality recursively
(see [GS15, Remark 8.1]), we find a constant C ą 0 such that }∇xjM¯k}8 ď C{n, for every k P Z`. Thus, by
Remark 5.3,
p}∇xjMk1 }28 ` }
1
θ
∇xjM
k
2 }28q1{2 “ p}∇xjM¯k1 }28 ` }∇xjM¯k2 }28q1{2 ď
C
n
. (5.7)
Multiplying by θ on both sides we get, since θ ą 1, that p}∇xjMk1 }2 ` }∇xjMk2 }2q1{2 ď θCn , which is (5.6) for a
larger constant C.
5.1.1 Regularity of M in x, q and s
Corollary 5.5. The sequence tMku81 of Definition 5.2(ii) converges uniformly to the function M of Definition
5.1, with
Mp¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q
for every x P pTdqn and Mpt, s, q, xq “Mpt, s, q, x¯q whenever x¯ is a permutation of x. Moreover, there is a constant
C ą 0 such that
}∇2qxjM}8 ď
C
n
, j “ 1, . . . , n , (5.8)
}∇2xixjM}8 ď
C
n2
, i ‰ j, i, j P t1, . . . , nu , (5.9)
}∇2xjxjM}8 ď
C
n
, j “ 1, . . . , n , (5.10)
}∇2sxjM}8 ď
C
n
, j “ 1, . . . , n. (5.11)
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Note. Since on W 2;8pTd ˆ Tdq the mixed partial derivatives ∇2xjxi and ∇2xixj are equal, estimate (5.8) holds for
∇2xjqM too.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.12 shows that for every x P pTdqn, Mkp¨, ¨, ¨, xq converges uniformly to Σr¨, µxsp¨, ¨q.
Formula (5.6) means that the sequenceMk is equicontinuous, and uniformly bounded, on r0, T sˆr0, T sˆTdˆpTdqn.
It follows, by Ascoli’s theorem, that the convergence of Mk to M is uniform, and M also satisfies (5.6) of Lemma
5.4; to be more precise:
}∇xjM}8 ď
C
n
. (5.12)
If x¯ is a permutation of x then µx “ µx¯ and so Mpt, s, q, xq “Mpt, s, q, x¯q. The three estimates above will be true
of the limit function M if they hold for every Mk. Like before, we are unable to obtain them for Mk directly due
to the size of the constant κ, so we again do it for M¯k first. Differentiating (5.4) and (5.5) with respect to q, we
get
∇2qxjM¯
k`1
1 pt, s, q, xq “
ż t
s
rp∇3qqpHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇qM¯k1 ` θ∇3pqpHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇qM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k1
`∇2qpHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇2qxjM¯k1
` θp∇3qppHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇qM¯k1 ` θ∇3pppHpM¯k1 , θM¯k2 q∇qM¯k2 q∇xjM¯k2
` θ∇2ppHpM¯k1 , M¯k2 q∇2qxjM¯k2 sdτ,
and7
∇2qxjM¯
k`1
2 pt, s, q, xq “
“ 1
θ
∇3qqqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇qM¯k1 pq, xq∇xjM¯k1 pq, xq
` 1
θ
∇2qqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇2xjqM¯k1 pq, xq
` 1
θ
ÿ
l‰k
“
∇3qxlqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇qM¯k1 pq, xq∇xjM¯k1 pxl, xq
`∇2xlqgnpM1pq, xq,M1px1, xq, . . . ,M1pxn, xqq∇2qxjM1pxl, xq
‰
` 1
θ
∇3qxjqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqq∇qM¯k1 pq, xqp∇qM¯k1 pxj , xq `∇xjM¯k1 pxj , xqq
` 1
θ
∇2xjqgnpM¯k1 pq, xq, M¯k1 px1, xq, . . . , M¯k1 pxn, xqqr∇2qqM¯k1 pxj , xq `∇2qxjM¯k1 pxj , xqs
´ 1
θ
ż t
0
¨ ¨ ¨ dτ.
Using (5.6) and the bounds on the coefficients, we get:
}∇2qxjM¯k`1}8 ď 2
?
2T p1` θqh¯pBqpA1 ` θA2qC
n
`
?
2
κ
θ
1
n
pEp1 ` Cq ` n´ 1
n
E
C
n
` EpE ` C
n
qq
`
?
2
κ
θ
T
1
n
pA1p1` Cq ` n´ 1
n
A1
C
n
`A1pA1 ` C
n
qq
` }∇2qxjM¯k}8
`?
2T
1` θ
θ
h¯pBq `
?
2κ
θ
p 1
n
` 1` n´ 1
n
q ` T
?
2κ
θn
˘
,
which is an inequality of the form
}∇2qxjM¯k`1}8 ď
a
n
` b}∇2qxjM¯k}8
7For the second order gradients of K¯2, we will only write the part corresponding to gn, knowing that the one corresponding to
Fn has the exactly the same structure, and the expression coming from H is the same as the one just displayed, except that the last
subindex in ∇3
˝˝˝
is q.
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for constants a, b with b ă 1, because θ ą 4 and T is small. By induction again, increasing C and switching back
to Mk in similar fashion to (5.7), we obtain (5.8) in the limit as k Ñ8.
We do not present here the full calculations (the reader may refer to [May]), similar to the preceding one, that
lead to (5.9) and (5.10), but we provide a short description:
Case i ‰ j: The portion involving g has the same bound as that involving F, except the latter will be multiplied
by T in the estimation, so we can focus our attention on the terms coming from g. We see that 1{n2 factors out
from the terms that do not involve }∇2xjxiM¯k}8, while the term multiplying }∇2xjxiM¯k}8 is bounded by
κ
θ
` pn´ 2qκ
θn
` κ
θn
` κ
θn
` T p¨ ¨ ¨ q.
Thus, because of the lower bound imposed on θ, we get that
}∇2xjxiM¯k`1}8 ď
a
n2
` b}∇2xjxiM¯k`1}8,
a, b, with b ă 1. The conclusion (5.9) follows.
Case i “ j : This time only 1{n, not 1{n2, factors out from the terms not involving }∇2xjxjM¯k}, and the term
multiplying }∇2xjxjM¯k} is
κ
θ
` pn´ 1q κ
θn
` κ
θn
` T p¨ ¨ ¨ q.
It then follows that
}∇2xjxjM¯k`1}8 ď
a
n
` b}∇2xjxjM¯k}8
with b ă 1, for all k P Z`. Therefore (5.10) holds. Going through the same process once more, this time with the
operator ∇2sxj , ends up in
}∇2sxjM¯k`1}8 ď a{n` b}∇2sxjM¯k}8,
with b ă 1, from which the estimate (5.11) follows.
5.1.2 First-order Taylor estimate
Our next step is to get an appropriate bound on the remainder of a first-order Taylor approximation of Mp¨, s, ¨, ¨q
around pt, s, q, xq. Since
BtM1pt, s, q, xq “ ∇pHpM1pt, s, q, xq,M2pt, s, q, xqq,
BtM2pt, s, q, xq “ ´∇qHpM1pt, s, q, xq,M2pt, s, q, xqq ´∇qFnpM1pt, s, q, xq,M1pt, s, q, x1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M1pt, s, q, xnqq,
differentiating once more with respect to t and knowing that Mp¨, ¨, ¨, xq PM˚0,DpA1, θA2, θB,E,E1, θE2, T q for
every x P pTdqn, we obtain
}B2ttM}8, }∇2qtM}8 ď 2
?
2phpθBqpA1 ` θA2q ` κA1q, }∇2xjtM}8 ď
?
2p4hpθBqC
n
` κ
n
pA1 ` 2Cqq, (5.13)
for j “ 1, . . . , n. Equipped now with estimates on all the second order derivatives of Mp¨, s, ¨, ¨q, we proceed to
obtain the Taylor estimate in the following corollary.
Corollary 5.6. Let M “ Mpt, s, q, xq, M 1 “ Mpt1, s, q1, x1q, with the notation of Corollary 5.2. There is a
constant C ą 0 such that
|M 1 ´M ´ BtMpt1 ´ tq ´∇qM ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´∇xM ¨ px1 ´ xq|
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 ` |x´ x1|2q.
The constant C does not depend on n.
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Note. The norm in the left-hand side of the latter inequality is the Euclidean norm on R2d. 
Proof. Let i P t1, 2u, j P t1, . . . , du. Denoting t1´ t “ ∆t, q1´ q “ ∆q, x1l´xl “ ∆xl, and |∆x| “ p
řn
l“1 |∆xl|2q1{2,
the mean-value theorem implies that
|M 1pjqi ´M pjqi ´ BtM pjqi pt1 ´ tq ´∇qM pjqi ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´∇xM pjqi px1 ´ xq|
ď }B2ttM pjqi }8|∆t|2 ` 2}∇2tqM pjqi }8|∆t||∆q| ` 2
nÿ
l“1
}∇2txlM
pjq
i }8|∆t||∆xl| ` }∇2qqM pjqi }8|∆q|2
` 2
nÿ
l“1
}∇2qxlM
pjq
i }8|∆q||∆xl| `
nÿ
l,m“1
l‰m
}∇2xlxmM
plq
i }8|∆xl||∆xm| `
nÿ
l“1
}∇2xlxlM
pjq
i }8|∆xl|2.
Therefore, bringing in the estimates obtained in the foregoing paragraphs, we get
|M 1 ´M ´ BtMpt1 ´ tq ´∇qM ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´∇xM ¨ px1 ´ xq|
ď }B2ttM}8|∆t|2 ` 2}∇2tqM}8|∆t||∆q| ` 2
nÿ
l“1
}∇2txlM}8|∆t||∆xl| ` }∇2qqM}8|∆q|2
` 2
nÿ
l“1
}∇2qxlM}8|∆q||∆xl| `
nÿ
l,m“1
l‰m
}∇2xlxmM
plq
i }8|∆xl||∆xm| `
nÿ
l“1
}∇2xlxlM}8|∆xl|2
ď 2
?
2pA1 `A2qpκ` hpθBqqp|∆t|2 ` 2|∆t||∆q|q ` 4
?
2
?
2n
C
n
p2hpθBq ` κq|∆x||∆t|
`
?
2pA1 `A2q|∆q|2 ` 2nC
n
?
2|∆x||∆q| ` npn´ 1q C
n2
?
2
?
2|∆x|2 ` nC
n
|∆x|2.
Thus, there is a larger constant, still denoted by C, and not depending on n, such that inequality in the corollary’s
statement holds.
Given x, x1 P pTdqn, we can reorder and shift the coordinates of x1 “ px11, . . . , x1nq so that |x´x1|2 “ W 2pµx, µx
1q.
Thus, the inequality of Corollary 5.6 reads
|M 1 ´M ´ BtMpt1 ´ tq ´∇qM ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´∇xM ¨ px1 ´ xq|
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµx, µx1qq. (5.14)
5.2 Regularity of the inverse of M
Let us define
N : r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ pTdqn ÝÑ Td
pt, s, q, xq ÞÝÑ Xrs, µxspt, qq; (5.15)
recall that Xrs, µspt, ¨q is the inverse of Σ1rs, µspt, ¨q. The function N takes values in Td, so it has only one
component, unlike M “ pM1,M2q. Thus, M1 and N are related by
M1pt, s,Npt, s, q, xq, xq “ q, t, s P r0, T s, q P Td, x P pTdqn.
We are going to derive now the Lipschitz property of Xrs, ¨sp¨, ¨q before addressing the full regularity of Σrs, ¨sp¨, ¨q.
Recall estimate (4.18):
}∇qXrs, µspt, ¨q}8 ă 4p1`
?
dqd´1, s, t P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq.
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Differentiating the identity q ” Xrs, µspt,Σ1rs, µspt, qqq with respect to t, we have
0 “ BtXrs, µspt,Σ1rs, µspt, qqq `∇qXrs, µspt,Σ1rs, µspt, qqqBtΣ1rs, µspt, qq,
from which
BtXrs, µspt, qq “ ´∇qXrs, µspt, qqvrs, µspt, qq, (5.16)
at any s, t P r0, T s, q P Td, µ P PpTdq. Therefore
}BtXtrs, µs}8 ď }∇qXtrs, µs}8}vtrs, µs}8 ď 4A1p1`
?
dqd´1. (5.17)
For the regularity with respect to x “ px1, . . . , xnq P pTdqn, we use the identity
M1pt, s,Npt, s, q, xq, xq ” q,
which holds by definition. Taking the derivative with respect to xj , j “ 1, . . . , n, gives
´∇xjNpt, s, q, xq “ r∇qM1pt, s,Npt, s, q, xq, xqs´1∇xjM1pt, s, q, xq “ ∇qNpt, s, q, xq∇xjM1pt, s, q, xq.
Thus, }∇xjN}8 ď 4p1`
?
dqd´1C
n
, which, increasing the value of C, gives
}∇xjN}8 ď
C
n
. (5.18)
Corollary 5.7. Let t, t1, s P r0, T s, q1, q P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq. Then there is a constant C ą 0 such that
|Xrs, νspt1, q1q ´Xrs, µspt, qq| ď Cp|t´ t1| ` |q1 ´ q| `W pµ, νqq.
Proof. Let x, x1 P pTdqn, and N “ Npt, s, q, xq, N 1 “ Npt1, s, q1, x1q, where N is defined in (5.15). By the
bounds (5.17), (4.18), (5.18), and relabeling the sequence x1, . . . , xn and shifting the points so that W 2pµx, µx1q “řn
j“1 |xj ´ x1j |2,
|Npt1, s, q1, x1q ´Npt, s, q, xq| ď }BtN}8|t1 ´ t| ` }∇qN}8|q1 ´ q| `
nÿ
j“1
}∇xjN}8|x1j ´ xj |
ď 4A1p1`
?
dqd´1|t1 ´ t| ` 4p1`
?
dqd´1q|q1 ´ q| `
nÿ
j“1
C
n
|x1j ´ xj |;
therefore, since
ř
C
n
|x1j ´ xj | ď Cp
ř
1{nq1{2př |x1j ´ xj |2{nq1{2, we get, by increasing C,
|N 1 ´N | ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q ´ q1| `W pµx, µx1qq.
The constant C does not depend on n. Applying the last fact in the list of Section 2, we now extend this to the
arbitrary measure case: let µ, ν P PpTdq, and txpnqu8n“1, tx1pnqu8n“1, with xpnq, x1pnq P pTdqn, sequences such
that
lim
nÑ8
W pµxpnq, µq “ 0, lim
nÑ8
W pµx1pnq, νq “ 0.
Since, by definition, Npt, s, q, xq “ Xrs, µxspt, qq, the latter estimate means
|Xrs, µx1pnqspt1, q1q ´Xrs, µxpnqspt, qq| ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q ´ q1| `W pµxpnq, µx1pnqqq,
for every n P Zn. Letting nÑ8, the continuity of X in all its variables finalizes the proof.
The regularity of Σ in all its variables simultaneously is obtained in the next paragraphs from the foregoing
properties of its discretized version.
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5.3 Regularity properties of Σ and composite functions
We will follow the extension method of [GS15] to get the regularity of Σ in the measure variable. The idea, roughly
speaking, begins with introducing a Lipschitz extension of the derivative ∇xjM1, j “ 1, . . . , n, that is defined
at every measure µ, by way of a Moreau-Yosida type of extension, which becomes closer to n∇xjM1 the larger
n —the number of particles— is. When the n-particle ordered sets xn “ pxn1 , . . . , xnnq are chosen in such a way
that δx
n Ñ µ, the extension just mentioned will reveal itself as the Wasserstein gradient in the first-order Taylor
approximation derived in the preceding paragraphs; recall (2.5).
For fixed n P Z`, let
B :“ r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ tpyj , µyq | y “ py1, . . . , ynq P pTdqn, j P t1, . . . , nuu
Ă r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ rpTdq ˆPpTdqs.
A typical element of B is thus pt, s, q, pyj , µyqq where y is any n-particle ordered set py1, . . . , ynq P pTdqn and yj is
any of its component particles. If m P Z` and f : B Ñ Rm is a continuous function, let
}f}B :“ supt|fpt, s, q, pxj , µxqq|
ˇˇ
t, s P r0, T s, q P Td, x P pTdqn, j P t1, . . . , nuu.
For any continuous function f “ pf p1q, . . . , f pmqq : B Ñ Rm such that
|fpt, s, q, pyj, µyqq ´ fpt, s, q, pxi, µxqq| ď Cp|xi ´ yj |Td `W pµx, µyq `
1
n
q, (5.19)
where t, s P r0, T s, q P Td, x, y P pTdqn, i, j P t1, . . . , nu, define
gplqpt, s, q, z, µq :“ inf  f plqpt, s, q, pyj , µyqq ` Cp|z ´ yj |Td `W pµ, µyqq ˇˇ y P pTdqn, j P t1, . . . , nu(,
l “ 1, . . . ,m,
g :“ pgp1q, . . . , gpmqq,
at any fixed z P Td, µ P PpTdq. The function g is thus an extension of f from B to the full space r0, T s2 ˆ Td ˆ
rTd ˆPpTdqs. The following is [GS15, Lemma 8.10].
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that (5.19) holds, and for any x P pTdqn, j P t1, . . . , nu, fp¨, ¨, ¨, pxj , µxqq is C-Lipschitz.
Then
(i) g is
?
3C-Lipschitz,
(ii) }g|B ´ f}B ď C{n.
As in [GS15], we set, for s, t P r0, T s, q P Td, x “ px1, . . . , xnq P pTdqn, j “ 1, . . . , n,
ζnpt, s, q, pxj , µxqq “ n∇xjMpt, s, q, xq. (5.20)
The periodicity of M in q and x ensures that ζn is well defined on B.
Corollary 5.9. (Extension of ζn) For each n P Z`, there is a function
χn : r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ Td ˆPpTdq Ñ Rd2 ˆ Rd2
such that χn|B “ ζn and, with a larger value of C than before,
(i) χn is C-Lipschitz,
(ii) }χn|B ´ ζn}B ď Cn .
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Proof. We check that f “ ζn satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.8. The Lipschitz property in t and q follows
from (5.13), while, in s, from (5.11). Hence, to obtain the Corollary, it is enough to prove that the condition
(5.19) is satisfied by f “ ζn. Fix then x, y P pTdqn, i, j P t1, . . . , nu, s, t P r0, T s, q P Td. Since the order in which
we take the n particles x1, . . . , xn, which make up x P pTdqn, does not change Mp¨ ¨ ¨ , xq, and ∇xjMp¨ ¨ ¨ , xq is
periodic in x, it can be assumed that:ÿ
k‰i,j
|xk ´ yk|2 ď W 2pµx, µyq, |xj ´ yi| “ |xj ´ yi|Td , |xi ´ yj | “ |xi ´ yj |Td ,
∇xjMpt, s, q, yq “ ∇x1Mpt, s, q, y¯q, ∇xiMpt, s, q, xq “ ∇x1Mpt, s, q, x¯q,
where y¯ denotes the result of shifting yj and yi to the first and second positions, respectively, in the n-uple y, and
x¯ denotes the result of shifting xi and xj to the first and second positions, respectively, in the n-uple x. Suppose,
too, without loss of generality, that i ă j. In view of these simplifications,
|∇xjMpt, s, q, yq´∇xiMpt, s, q, xq|
ď }∇2x1,x1M}8|yj ´ xi| ` }∇2x1,x2M}8|yi ´ xj | `
i´1ÿ
k“1
}∇2x1,xk`2M}8|yk ´ xk|
`
j´1ÿ
k“i`1
}∇2x1,xk`1M}8|yk ´ xk| `
nÿ
k“j`1
}∇2x1,xkM}8|yk ´ xk|.
Therefore, by the bounds of Corollary 5.5,
|∇xjMpt, s, q, yq ´∇xiMpt, s, q, xq| ď
C
n
|yj ´ xi| ` C
n2
|yi ´ xj | ` C
n2
ÿ
k‰i,j
|yk ´ xk|
ď C
n
|yj ´ xi|Td `
C
n2
|yi ´ xj |Td `
C
?
n
n2
d ÿ
k‰i,j
|yk ´ xk|2
ď C
n
p|yj ´ xi|Td `
?
d
2n
`W pµx, µyqq,
where
?
d{2 is the diamater of Td. Thus,
|n∇xjMpt, s, q, yq ´ n∇xiMpt, s, q, xq| ď
?
dCp|yj ´ xi|Td `W pµx, µyq `
1
n
q,
which proves property (5.19) for f “ ζn, since i and j were arbitrary.
Lemma 5.10. For every s P r0, T s, the Td ˆ Rd-valued map Σrs, ¨sp¨, ¨q is differentiable on PpTdq ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td,
that is: there exists a mapping
∇¯µΣ : r0, T s ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ Td ˆPpTdq ÝÑ Rd2 ˆ Rd2
pt, s, q, x, µq ÞÝÑ ∇¯µΣrs, µspt, q, xq
such that, for every s, t, t1 P r0, T s, q, q1 P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq,ˇˇ
Σrs, νspt1, q1q ´ Σrs, µspt, qq ´ BtΣrs, µspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣrs, µspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µΣrs, µspt, q, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq. (5.21)
Moreover, the mapping ∇¯µΣ is Lipschitz.
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Proof. Let µ, ν P PpTdq, and let γ P Γ0pµ, νq. Appealing to the last fact in the fist list of the Preliminaries, there
is a sequence tγpnqu8n“1, converging narrowly to γ in PpTd ˆ Tdq, such that
γpnq “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
δpxjpnq,yjpnqq,
and for each j P t1, . . . , nu, pxjpnq, yjpnqq belongs to the support of γ. Due to this latter fact (see, for instance,
[AGS08, Theorem 6.1.4]), for each n P Z`, the sequence tpxjpnq, yjpnqqunj“1 is | ¨ |Td -monotone, and, therefore,
γpnq P Γ0pµxpnq, µypnqq, n P Z`.
It is also true that
lim
nÑ8
W pµ, µxpnqq “ 0, lim
nÑ8
W pν, µypnqq “ 0.
Let ζn be defined as in (5.20), so that, as a consequence, for each xpnq of our sequence,
ζnpt, s, q, pxjpnq, µxpnqqq “ n∇xjpnqMpt, s, q, xpnqq “ n∇xjpnqΣrs, µxpnqspt, qq,
j P t1, . . . , nu. Recall the second-order estimate (5.14), now with x “ xpnq and x1 “ ypnq:ˇˇ
Σrs, µypnqspt, qq ´ Σrs, µxpnqspt1, q1q ´ BtΣrs, µxpnqspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣrs, µxpnqspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
nÿ
j“1
∇xjpnqΣrs, µxpnqspt, qq ¨ pyjpnq ´ xjpnqq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµxpnq, µypnqqq.
Since
1
n
nÿ
j“1
ζnpt, s, q, pxjpnq, µxpnqqq ¨ pyjpnq ´ xjpnqq “
ż
TdˆTd
ζnpt, s, q, px, µxpnqqq ¨ py ´ xqγpnqpdx, dyq,
the latter inequality is the same asˇˇ
Σrs, µypnqspt1, q1q ´ Σrs, µxpnqspt, qq ´ BtΣrs, µxpnqspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣrs, µxpnqspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
TdˆTd
ζnpt, s, q, px, µxpnqqq ¨ py ´ xqγpnqpdx, dyqˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµxpnq, µypnqqq.
Denote by χn the extension of ζn furnished by Corollary 5.9. The same inequality holds if we substitute χn for
ζn in the previous inequality, because these functions coincide on the set B, which includes the support of γpnq.
But, since we will pass to the limit, we rather writeˇˇ
Σrs, µypnqspt, qq ´ Σrs, µxpnqspt, qq ´ BtΣrs, µxpnqspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣrs, µxpnqspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
TdˆTd
χnpt, s, q, px, µxpnqqq ¨ py ´ xqγpnqpdx, dyqˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµxpnq, µypnqqq
` ˇˇ ż
TdˆTd
rζnpt, s, q, px, µxpnqqq ´ χnpt, s, q, px, µxpnqqqs ¨ py ´ xqγpnqpdx, dyqˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµxpnq, µypnqqq ` C
n
W pµxpnq, µypnqq, (5.22)
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by Corollary 5.9(ii) and the fact γpnq P Γ0pµxpnq, νypnqq. Now, by Corollary 5.9(i), each χn, n “ 1, . . . is C-Lipschitz
on the bounded domain r0, T s2ˆpTdq2ˆPpTdq. The functions χn are also pointwise uniformly bounded, because
of (5.12). Thus, the sequence tχnu8n“1 is equicontinuous and pointwise uniformly bounded, so a subsequence of
it converges to a C-Lipschitz mapping, which we define as the mapping ∇¯µΣ introduced in the statement of this
lemma. Passing to the limit as n Ñ 8 in (5.22), we prove (5.21), in particular, that Σ is differentiable in the µ
variable.
We will denote by ∇¯µΣ1 the first component (the Td-valued part) of ∇¯µΣ, and ∇¯µΣ2 the second component
(Rd-valued) of ∇¯µΣ.
Next we prove the analogue of Lemma 5.10 for X “ pΣ1q´1.
Definition 5.11. For t, s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, q, x P Td, put
∇¯µXrs, µspt, q, xq :“ ´∇qXrs, µspt, qq∇¯µΣ1rs, µspt,Xrs, µspt, qq, xq.
Before stating and proving the lemma, we recall formula (5.16):
BtXrs, µspt, qq “ ´∇qXrs, µspt, qqBtΣ1rs, µspt, ¨q ˝Xrs, µspt, qq.
Lemma 5.12. For every s P r0, T s, the Rd-valued map Xrs, ¨sp¨, ¨q is differentiable on PpTdq ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td, i.e.,
there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every s, t, t1 P r0, T s, q, q1 P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq,ˇˇ
Xrs, νspt1, q1q ´Xrs, µspt, qq ´ BtXrs, µspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qXrs, µspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µXrs, µspt, q, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµ, νqq, (5.23)
where BtX, ∇qX, and the mapping ∇¯µX of Definition 5.11, are continuous.
Proof. The continuity of ∇¯µX is immediate from its definition, and the continuity of ∇qX and BtX has been
known since Lemma 4.15 and formula (5.16) respectively. Let us put
q˜ “ Xrs, µspt, qq, q˜1 “ Xrs, νspt1, q1q. (5.24)
We write out the expression on the left hand side of (5.23) and factor out ∇qXrs, µspt, qq, while also using the
fact that ∇qXrs, µspt, qq and ∇qΣ1rs, µspt, q˜q are inverses of one another:ˇˇˇ
ˇ∇qXrs, µspt, qq
„
∇qΣ
1rs, µspt, q˜qpq˜1 ´ q˜q ` BtΣ1rs, µspt, q˜qpt1 ´ tq
´ pΣ1rs, νspt1, q˜1q ´ Σ1rs, µspt, q˜qq `
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µΣ
1rs, µspt, q˜, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ´∇qXrs, µspt, qq
„
Σ1rs, νspt1, q˜1q ´ Σ1rs, µspt, q˜q ´ BtΣ1rs, µspt, q˜qpt1 ´ tq
´∇qΣ1rs, µspt, q˜qpq˜1 ´ q˜q ´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µΣ
1rs, µspt, q˜, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 4p1`
?
dqd´1Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q˜1 ´ q˜|2 `W 2pµ, νqq
“ 4p1`
?
dqd´1Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |Xrs, νspt1, q˜1q ´Xrs, µspt, qq|2 `W 2pµ, νqq.
But, by Corollary 5.7, the term |Xrs, νspt1, q1q ´ Xrs, µspt, qq| is bounded by Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q1 ´ q| ` W pµ, νqq for
some C ą 0. Inserting this bound into the last expression, after expanding and raising the value of C, one obtains
(5.23).
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Regularity of V Let us look back at the definition of V , given by (4.20). Set now
∇¯µVrs, µspt, q, xq :“ ∇¯µΣ2rs, µspt,Xrs, µspt, qq, xq `∇qΣ2rs, µspt,Xrs, µspt, qqq∇¯µXrs, µspt, q, xq, (5.25)
for s, t P r0, T s, q, x P Td, µ P PpTdq.
Lemma 5.13. For every s P r0, T s, the Rd-valued map Vrs, ¨sp¨, ¨q is differentiable on PpTdq ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td, i.e.,
there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every s, t, t1 P r0, T s, q, q1 P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq,ˇˇ
Vrs, νspt1, q1q ´ Vrs, µspt, qq ´ BtVrs, µspt, qqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qVrs, µspt, qq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µVrs, µspt, q, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµ, νqq, (5.26)
where the mapping ∇¯µV , defined by (5.25), and BtV , ∇qV , are continuous.
Proof. We know that
∇qVtrs, µs “ ∇qΣ2t rs, µs∇qXtrs, µs, BtVtrs, µs “ BtΣ2t rs, µs `∇qΣ2t rs, µsBtXtrs, µs.
Therefore, the continuity of the functions stated in the lemma follows from that of ∇qΣ, ∇qX, BtΣ, BtX, and the
continuity, proved above, of ∇¯µΣ and ∇¯µX. Keeping the notation (5.24), we first write down the expression to
estimate, i.e. the left hand side of (5.26), and factor out ∇qΣ2rs, µspt, q˜q:ˇˇ
Σ2rs, νspt1, q˜1q ´ Σ2rs, µspt, q˜q ´∇qΣ2rs, µspt, q˜q∇qXrs, µspt, qqpq1 ´ qq
´ pBtΣ2rs, µspt, q˜q `∇qΣ2rs, µspt, q˜qBtXrs, µspt, qqqpt1 ´ tq
´
ż
TdˆTd
“
∇¯µΣ
2rs, µspt, q˜, xq `∇qΣ2rs, µspt, q˜q∇¯µXrs, µspt, q, xq
‰ ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyqˇˇ
“ ˇˇΣ2rs, νspt1, q˜1q ´ Σ2rs, µspt, q˜q ´∇qΣ2rs, µspt, q˜q `
∇qXrs, µspt, qqpq1 ´ qq ` BtXrs, µspt, qqpt1 ´ tq `
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µXrs, µspt, qq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
˘
´ BtΣ2rs, µspt, q˜qpt1 ´ tq ´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µΣ
2rs, µspt, q˜, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyqˇˇ.
Inside the large round brackets we add and substract q˜1 ´ q˜ “ Xt1 rs, νspq1q ´ Xtrs, µspqq, and apply (5.23), to
obtain that the latter expression is no greater thanˇˇ
Σ2t1 rs, νspq˜1q ´ Σ2t rs, µspq˜q ´∇qΣ2t rs, µspq˜qpq˜ ´ qq ´ BtΣ2t rs, µspq˜qpt1 ´ tq
´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µΣ
2
t rs, µspq˜, xq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ` |∇qΣ2t rs, µspq˜q|Cp|q1 ´ q|2 ` |t1 ´ t|2 `W 2pµ, νqq,
which, in turn, by (5.23), is bounded above by
Cp|Xrs, νspt1, q1q ´Xrs, µspt, qq|2 ` |t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq
` θA2Cp|q1 ´ q|2 ` |t1 ´ t|2 `W 2pµ, νqq,
and, after using Corollary 5.7 again, simplifying and increasing the value of C, inequality (5.26) is obtained.
Regularity of Hpq,Vq We finish this section by following the previous results with the regularity of what turned
out to be the second function that appears in the MFG equation (1.2), due to (4.25). Set
∇¯µHpq,Vrs, µspt, qqqpxq :“ ∇pHpq,Vrs, µspt, qqq∇¯µVrs, µspt, q, xq, (5.27)
for s, t P r0, T s, q, x P Td, µ P PpTdq.
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Lemma 5.14. For every s P r0, T s, the R-valued map Hp¨,Vrs, ¨sp¨, ¨qq is differentiable on PpTdq ˆ r0, T s ˆ Td,
and there is a constant C ą 0 such that for every s, t, t1 P r0, T s, q, q1 P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq,ˇˇ
Hpq1,Vrs, νspt1, q1qq ´Hpq,Vrs, µspt, qqq ´ pBtqpHpq,Vrs, µspt, qqqpt1 ´ tq
´ p∇qqpHpq,Vrs, µspt, qqqq ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µHpq,Vrs, µspt, qqqpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q ´ q1|2 `W 2pµ, νqq, (5.28)
where the mapping ∇¯µH, defined by (5.27), is continuous.
Proof. Let us abbreviate V “ Vtrs, µspqq and V 1 “ Vt1rs, νspq1q. Since
pBtqpHpq,Vqq “ ∇pHpq,VqBtV , p∇qqpHpq,Vqq “ ∇qHpq,Vq `∇pHpq,Vq∇qV ,
the left hand side of (5.28) is, after factoring out ∇pHpq,Vq,ˇˇ
Hpq1,V 1q ´Hpq,Vq ´∇pHpq,Vq
“´ pV 1 ´ Vq `∇qVpq1 ´ qq ` BtVpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
TdˆTd
∇¯µVtrs, µspqq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
‰
´∇qHpq,Vqpq1 ´ qq ´∇pHpq,V 1qpV ´ V 1q
ˇˇ
ď |Hpq1,V 1q ´Hpq,Vq ´∇qHpq,Vqpq1 ´ qq ´∇pHpq,VqpV 1 ´ Vq|
` |∇pHpq,Vq|Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq.
Remember now that |Σ2| ď θB (see Corollary 4.7(ii)) at any t, q, s, µ; recall Definition 4.10. Therefore, the
right-hand side of this inequality is bounded by
hpθBqp|q1 ´ q|2 ` |V 1 ´ V |2q ` lpθBqCp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq.
To deal with the term |V 1 ´ V |2, note that Corollary 5.7 is also valid for Σ in place of X, following a similar
argument. With the notation (5.24),
|V 1 ´ V | “ |Σ2rs, νspt1, q˜1q ´ Σ2rs, µspt, q˜q| ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q˜1 ´ q˜| `W pµ, νqq.
Applying Corollary 5.7, and raising the value of C, we get
|V 1 ´ V | ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q1 ´ q| `W pµ, νqq.
Substituting this into the bounding expression, and simplifying, one arrives at (5.28), for some larger value of C.
The continuity of ∇¯µH in all its variables is clear from the definition.
6 Solution to the master equation
Let us recall the definition of the function u from Section 4.3:
ups, q, µq “ gpq,Σ1rs, µsp0, ¨q#µq ´
ż s
0
“
Hpq,Vrs, µspτ, qqq ` F pq,Σ1rs, µspτ, ¨q#µ
‰
dτ. (4.37)
6.1 Pathwise gradients of the couplings
For any s, t P r0, T q, q P Td, µ P PpTdq, define
NFt rs, µspqqpxq :“ ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq∇qΣ1t rs, µspxq
`
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µsprqq∇¯µΣ1t rs, µsprqpxqµpdrq,
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and
N
g
t rs, µspqqpxq :“ ´∇µgpq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq∇qΣ1rs, µspt, xq
`
ż
Td
∇µgpq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µsprqq∇¯µΣ1t rs, µsprqpxqµpdrq.
Likewise,
pBtqpF pq,Σ1t rs, µs#µqq :“ ∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ BtΣ1rs, µspt, xqµpdxq,
with an analogous definition for pBtqpgpq,Σ1t rs, µs#µqq. In preparation for Lemma 6.3 below, we are going to adopt
this notation: for t, t1 P p0, T q, q, q1 P Td, µ, ν P PpTdq, and 0 ď τ ď 1, and γ P Γpµ, νq,$’&
’%
tτ “ p1´ τqt ` τt1, qτ “p1´ τqq ` τq1, µτ “ pp1 ´ τqπ1 ` τπ2q#γ,
σ1t1 “ Σ1rs, νspt1, q1q, σt “ Σ1rs, µspt, qq,
στ “Σ1tτ rs, µτ s#µτ .
(6.1)
Recall that, by definition, X “ pΣ1q´1. In this context, we are going to need the following:
Proposition 6.1. Let µ, ν P PpTdq, q, q1 P Td, t, t1 P p0, T q, and let the notation (6.1) be in force. Let wτ be the
velocity vector field of the geodesic µτ .
(i) The vector field
vτ pyq “ pt1 ´ tqvtτ rs, µτ spyq `
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spXtτ rs, µτ spyqqpxqwτ pxqµτ pdxq
´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spXtτ rs, µτ spyqqwτ pXtτ rs, µτ spyqq, y P Td, (6.2)
is a velocity vector field for the path στ .
(ii)
}vτ }L2pστ q ď Cp|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqq, 0 ď τ ď 1
for some constant C.
Proof. (i) Fix any γ P Γ0pµ, νq and for 0 ď τ ď 1, put µτ as in (6.1). By definition, vτ must satisfy
d
dτ
ż
Td
ϕpyqστ pdyq “
ż
Td
∇ϕpyq ¨ vτ pyqστ pdyq (6.3)
for every ϕ P C8pTdq and for L 1-a.e. t P p0, 1q. Computing the derivative on the left hand side,
d
dτ
ż
Td
ϕpΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqqµτ pdyq “
“
ż
Td
d
dτ
ϕpΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqqµτ pdyq ´
ż
Td
p∇yqrϕpΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqqswτ pyqµτ pdyq,
where wτ is the velocity vector field of the geodesic µτ , and we have again used the definition of velocity, since
ϕ ˝ Σ1 is C8 in y. Doing the differentiation with respect to τ and y, we get
d
dτ
ż
Td
ϕpyqστ pdyq “
“
ż
Td
“
∇ϕpΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yq ¨
ˆ
BtΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqpt1 ´ tq `
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1rs, µτ sptτ , yqpxqwτ pxqµτ pdxq
˙‰
µτ pdyq
´
ż
Td
∇ϕpΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqq ¨ r∇qΣ1rs, µτ sptτ , yqwτ pyqsµτ pdyq.
Since Σ1tτ rs, µτ s#µτ “ στ by definition, we obtain (6.2) after writing the latter expression as an integral with
respect to στ and comparing against the right hand side of (6.3).
(ii) This follows by Remark 2.1(i) and the boundedness of BtΣ1, ∇qΣ1, ∇¯µΣ1.
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Remark 6.2. It follows that, evaluated at Σ1tτ rs, µτ spyq, vτ has the simpler expression:
vτ pΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq “ pt1 ´ tqBtΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyq `
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spyqpxqwτ pxqµτ pdxq
´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqwτ pyq, y P Td. 
Lemma 6.3. Let t, t1 P p0, T q, µ, ν P PpTdq, q, q1 P Td be arbitrary, and put σt “ Σ1t rs, µs#µ, σ1t1 “ Σ1t1rs, νs#ν.
Then there exists a constant C such thatˇˇ
F pq1, σ1t1q ´ F pq, σtq ´∇qF pq, σtq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ BtΣ1rs, µspt, xqµpdxqpt1 ´ tq
´
ż
TdˆTd
NFt rs, µspqqpxq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq
ˇˇ
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq,
for any γ P Γ0pµ, νq. The functions NFt rs, µspqqpxq and pBtqpF pq,Σ1t rs, µs#µq are continuous in all its variables.
Naturally, the same result holds for g in place of F.
Proof. The assertion about continuity follows immediately from the continuity of the functions that enter in the
definition of NFt rs, µspqqpxq and pBtqpF pq,Σ1t rs, µs#µq.
Let γ P Γ0pµ, νq, and define µτ , 0 ď τ ď 1 as in Remark 2.1. Let the notation (6.1) be in effect, so that τ ÞÑ στ
is a continuous path joining σt with σ1t1 and Proposition 6.1 holds, with w
τ as defined therein. Denote by E the
expression inside the bars on the left-hand side of the inequality of the lemma.
Step 1.
Claim 1.ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpxq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq “
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ BtΣ1t rs, µspxqµpdxqpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
TdˆTd
NFt rs, µspqqpxqpy ´ xqγpdx, dyq.
Proof of Claim 1. Using Remark 6.2 with τ “ 0,ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpxq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq
“
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ BtΣ1t rs, µspyqµpdxqpt1 ´ tq
´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨
“
∇qΣ
1
t rs, µspxqw0pxq ´
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqpbqw0pbqµpdbq
‰
µpdxq. (6.4)
Note that ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨
“ ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqpbqw0pbqµpdbq
‰
µpdxq
“
ż
Td
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ ∇¯µΣ1t rs, µspxqpbqµpdxqw0pbqµpdbq
“
ż
Td
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µsprqq ¨ ∇¯µΣ1t rs, µsprqpxqµpdrqw0pxqµpdxq.
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Substituting this identity into (6.4), we see thatż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpxq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq
“
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨ BtΣ1t rs, µspyqµpdxqpt1 ´ tq `
ż
Td
NFt rs, µspqqpxq ¨ w0pxqµpdxq
Finally, we use Remark 2.1(ii) for the last integral in the latter expression, and the claim is proved.
Claim 2.
E “ F pq1, σ1t1q ´ F pq, σtq ´∇qF pq, σtq ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpxq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq.
Proof of Claim 2. This follows immediately from Claim 1 and the definition of E.
Thus, the lemma will be proved if we show that
|F pq1, σ1t1q ´ F pq, σtq ´∇qF pq, σtq ¨ pq1 ´ qq ´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpxq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq|
ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq (6.5)
for some constant C.
Step 2. Before we set out to prove (6.5), we transform the expression for E some more. By the chain rule, we
have that
F pq1, σ1t1q ´ F pq, σtq “
ż 1
0
“
∇qF pqτ , στ q ¨ pq1 ´ qq `∇µF pqτ , στ qpxq ¨ vτ pxqστ pdxq
‰
dτ,
so
E “
ż 1
0
ˆ
r∇qF pqτ , στ q ´∇qF pq, σtqs ¨ pq1 ´ qq
`
ż
Td
∇µF pqτ , στ q ¨ vτ pxqστ pdxq ´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtq ¨ v0pxqσtpdxq
˙
dτ.
With our knowledge of vτ , that is, from Remark 6.2), we may rewrite E as
E “
ż 1
0
„
p∇qF pqτ , στ q ´∇qF pq, σtqq ¨ pq1 ´ qq
`
ż
Td
∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spxqq ¨
ˆ
BtΣ1tτ rs, µτ spxqpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spxqprqwτ prqµτ pdrq ´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spxqwτ pxq
˙
µτ pdxq
´
ż
Td
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨
ˆ
BtΣ1t rs, µspxqpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqprqw0prqµpdrq ´∇qΣ1t rs, µspxqw0pxq
˙
µpdxq

dτ.
Now, let
γτ P Γpµ, µτ q, 0 ă τ ă 1.
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Then E takes the form
E “
ż 1
0
p∇qF pqτ , στ q ´∇qF pq, σtqq ¨ pq1 ´ qqdτ
`
ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
„
∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq ¨
ˆ
BtΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spyqprqwτ prqµτ pdrq ´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqwτ pyq
˙
´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxqq ¨
ˆ
BtΣ1t rs, µspxqpt1 ´ tq
`
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqprqw0prqµpdrq ´∇qΣ1t rs, µspxqw0pxq
˙
γτ pdx, dyqdτ.
“: E1 ` E2,
where
E1 “
ż 1
0
p∇qF pqτ , στ q ´∇qF pq, σtqq ¨ pq1 ´ qqdτ, E2 “ E ´ E1.
Step 3 (estimates). In the following, we will be making use of the boundedness of the quantities displayed in
Section 2.2. With an abuse of notation, for each fixed τ P p0, 1s, let τphq “ hτ, 0 ď h ď 1, so that tτp¨q has
endpoints t, tτ , qτp¨q has endpoints q, qτ and στp¨q has endpoints σt, στ . The velocity vector field of the path
h ÞÑ vτphq is τvτphq (see, e.g., [AGS08]). An argument similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 2.6, based on
the continuity of ∇2qqF and ∇
2
µqF, shows that
∇qF pqτ , στ q ´∇qF pq, σtq “
“
ż 1
0
“
τ∇2qqF pqτphq, στphqqpq1 ´ qq `
ż
Td
τ∇2µqF pqτphq, στphqqpxqvτphqpxqστphqpdxq
‰
dh.
Therefore, by Proposition (6.1)(ii), we get
|E1| ď C|q1 ´ q|
`|q1 ´ q| ` |t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νq˘ (6.6)
for some positive constant C. We break E2 down as follows:
E2 “
ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
pB1 `B2 `B3qγτ pdx, dyqdτ,
where
B1 :“
“
∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq
‰¨
¨ “BtΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqwτ pyq `
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spyqprqwτ prqµτ pdrq
‰
,
B2 :“ ∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq ¨
“BtΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqwτ pyq
`
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
tτ rs, µτ spyqprqwτ prqµτ pdrq
´ BtΣ1t rs, µspxqpt1 ´ tq `∇qΣ1t rs, µspxqw0pxq
´
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqprqw0prqµpdrq
‰
,
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and
B3 :“
“
∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxq
‰¨
¨ “BtΣ1t rs, µspxqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qΣ1t rs, µspxqw0pxq `
ż
Td
∇¯µΣ
1
t rs, µspxqprqw0prqµpdrq
‰
.
To estimate
ş1
0
ş
pTdq2 B1γ
τdτ, we address the first square bracket in the definition of B1. With τwτphq being the
velocity vector field of the path h ÞÑ wτphq, we have
∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq “
“
ż 1
0
„
τ∇2qµF pqτphq, στphqqpΣ1tτphq rs, µτphqspyqqpq1 ´ qq
`
ż
Td
τ∇2µµF pqτphq, στphqqpΣ1tτphq rs, µτphqspyqqpbqvτphqpbqστphqpdbq
`∇2xµF pqτphq, στphqqpΣ1tτphq rs, µτphqspyqq
“
τpt1 ´ tqBtΣ1tτphq rs, µτphqspyq
`
ż
Td
τ∇¯µΣ
1
tτphq rs, µτphqspyqpbqwτphqpbqµτphqpdbq
‰
dh,
so
|∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq|
ď C|q1 ´ q| ` Cp|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqq ` Cp|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqq
and thus,
∇µF pqτ , στ qpΣ1tτ rs, µτ spyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq| ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q1 ´ q| `W pµ, νqq
for some constant C. Invoking the boundedness of BtΣ1, ∇qΣ1, ∇¯µΣ1 and Remark 2.1(i), we get
ˇˇ ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
B1γ
τ pdx, dyqdτ ˇˇ ď Cp|t1 ´ t| ` |q1 ´ q| `W pµ, νqqp|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqq. (6.7)
Recall that we denote by ∇2xµF pq, µqpxq the gradient at x of the mapping x ÞÑ ∇µF pq, µqpxq, and ∇2xµF pq, µqpxq
is uniformly bounded, by assumption. Thus,
|∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspyqq ´∇µF pq, σtqpΣ1t rs, µspxq| ď }∇2xµF pq, σtq}8|Σ1t rs, µspyq ´ Σ1t rs, µspxq|
ď 2}∇2xµF pq, σtq}8A1|y ´ x|,
for any x, y P Td. Therefore, for some constant C,
ˇˇ ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
B3γ
τ pdx, dyqdτ ˇˇ ď C ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
|x´ y|p|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqqγτ pdx, dyqdτ
ď C|x´ y|p|t1 ´ t| `W pµ, νqq. (6.8)
Next, we are going to estimate
ş1
0
ş
pTdq2
B2γ
τdτ. To ease notation, let us make the abbreviations
φ2 “ Σ1tτ rs, µτ s, φ1 “ Σ1t rs, µs, ψ1 “ ∇µF pq, σtq ˝ φ1.
Then
ş
pTdq2
B2γ
τ pdx, dyq reads:ż
TdˆTd
ψ1pyq ¨
“Btφ2pyqpt1 ´ tq ´∇qφ2pyqwτ pyq `
ż
Td
∇µφ2pyqpr2qwτ pr2qµτ pdr2q
´ Btφ1pxqpt1 ´ tq `∇qφ1pxqw0pxq ´
ż
Td
∇µφ1pxqpr1qw0pr1qµpdr1q
‰
γτ pdx, dyq.
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Therefore,
ˇˇ ż
TdˆTd
B2γ
τ pdx, dyqˇˇ ď }ψ1}L8pγτq}D}L1pγτq,
where, by applying Remark 2.1(iii),
D “ pBtφ2pyq ´ Btφ1pxqqpt1 ´ tq ´ p∇qφ2pyq ´∇qφ1pxqqy ´ x
τ
`
ż
TdˆTd
p∇µφ2pyqpbq ´∇µφ1pxqpaqqb ´ a
τ
γτ pda, dbq,
and we are left with estimating the L1pγτ q-norm of D. We write
τD “ τD ` pφ2pyq ´ φ1pxqq ` pφ1pxq ´ φ2pyqq,
to apply (5.21), once with µ “ µ, ν “ µτ , t “ t, t1 “ tτ , q “ x, q1 “ y, then with µ “ µτ , ν “ µ, t “ tτ , t1 “ t,
q “ y, q1 “ x, and obtain:
|τD| ď 2Cpτ2|t1 ´ t|2 ` τ2W 2pµ, νq ` |x´ y|2q.
Therefore ż
TdˆTd
|D|γτ pdx, dyq ď 2C`τ |t1 ´ t|2 ` τW 2pµ, νq ` 1
τ
ż
TdˆTd
|x´ y|2γτ pdx, dyq˘
ď 2C`τ |t1 ´ t|2 ` τW 2pµ, νq ` 1
τ
τ2W 2pµ, νq˘.
Consequently, for some constant C,ż 1
0
ż
TdˆTd
|B2|γτ pdx, dyqdτ ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 `W 2pµ, νqq. (6.9)
Step 4. Note that all the estimates derived in the previous step, namely, (6.6), (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), are quadratic in
the increments. Hence,
|E| ď Cp|t1 ´ t|2 ` |q1 ´ q|2 `W 2pµ, νqq,
which is (6.5), for some constant C. This concludes the proof.
6.2 Gradient of ups, q, ¨q and chain rule
We collect now the results on differentiability in µ of the functions g, F, Hpq,Vq that constitute the full value
function u, with the following definition and corollary. Define the Rd-valued function
Υrs, µspq, yq :“ N g0 rs, µspqqpyq `
ż s
0
r∇¯µHpq,Vtrs, µspq, yqq `NFt rs, µspqqpyqsdt, (6.10)
where s P r0, T s, q P Td, y P Rd, µ P PpTdq.
Corollary 6.4. The function Υ, just defined, is continuous on r0, T s ˆ Td ˆ Td ˆPpTdq, and ups, q, ¨q, defined
by (4.37), is differentiable on PpTdq, in the sense that there exists a constant C such that
|ups, q, νq ´ ups, q, µq ´
ż
TdˆTd
Υrs, µspq, yq ¨ px´ yqγpdy, dxq| ď CW 2pµ, νq
for every µ, ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq, s P r0, T s, q P Td.
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Proof. The continuity of Υ is a consequence of the continuity of its parts, and combining Lemma 5.14 with Lemma
6.3 produces the stated estimate.
We refer back to Section 2.4 for the definition of TµPpTdq. Since we do not know whether Υrs, µspq, ¨q belongs
to the L2pµq closure of t∇ϕ | ϕ P C8c pTdqu, we make the following definition.
Definition 6.5. Let u “ ups, q, µq be as in (4.37), for s P r0, T s, q P Td, µ P PpTdq, and Υ be as in (6.10). At
every s, q, µ, by
∇µups, q, µq
we will mean the projection of Υrs, µspq, ¨q onto TµPpTdq.
We need to note that the velocity vector fields vrs, µspt, ¨q are not necessarily elements of TσtPpTdq, even
though this is true in the case Hpq, pq “ 1
2
|p|2 (see [GS15, Theorem 5.1]). This leads to the following definition.
Definition 6.6. At every s, t P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, by
v¯rs, µspt, ¨q
we will mean the projection of vrs, µspt, ¨q onto TσtPpTdq, where σt “ Σ1t rs, µsp¨q#µ.
Note that, if w P L2pTd, µq is arbitrary and w¯ is its projection onto TµPpTdq, thenż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ w¯pxqµpdxq “
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨ wpxqµpdxq, (6.11)
which follows from (2.3). We are now ready to prove the third main statement of the paper:
Theorem 6.7. Let H,F, g be as in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and Σ be the unique solution to the system (4.3) obtained
in Corollary 4.7(ii). Let u “ ups, q, µq be defined as in (4.37). Then:
(i) For any s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq, there exists σ P AC2p0, T ;PpTdqq such that σs “ µ and the continuity
equation
Btσt ` divp∇pHpq,∇qupt, q, σtqσtq “ 0 in D1pp0, T q ˆPpTdqq
holds;
(ii) The function u is a classical solution to the master equation$’’’&
’’%
Bsups, q, µq `
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨∇pHpx,∇qups, x, µqqµpdxq
`Hpq,∇qups, q, µqq ` F pq, µq “ 0 in p0, T q ˆ Td ˆPpTdq,
up0, q, µq “ gpq, µq on Td ˆPpTdq,
(1.1)
in the sense explained in Section 2.3.
The full value function u “ ups, q, µq is the value of the solution U of the MFG system’s Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (1.2) at the time (t “ s) at which the terminal condition σt“s “ µ is prescribed for the continuity
equation (1.3).
Proof. (i) Let s P r0, T s, µ P PpTdq. Set σt :“ Σ1t rs, µs#µ. Then the statement follows from Proposition 4.17,
Corollary 4.20, formula (4.26) and Lemma 4.24.
(ii) The regularity of u in q is the same as the regularity of U in q, which was discussed in Lemma 4.19. Fix
0 ă s ă T, q P Td, µ P PpTdq. As usual, σt “ Σ1t rs, µs#µ, and vt “ BtΣ1t rs, µs ˝Xtrs, µs, 0 ď t ď T. Set
σˆt :“ pid` pt´ sqvsq#µ, σ¯t :“ pid` pt´ sqv¯sq#µ,
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where v¯s is the projection of vs to TµPpTdq. Through σs`h ˆ σˆs`h, we estimate W pσs`h, σˆs`hq:
W
2pσs`h, σˆs`hq ď
ż
TdˆTd
|x´ y|2pσs`h ˆ σˆs`hqpdx, dyq
“
ż
Td
|Σ1s`hrs, µspyq ´ Σ1srs, µspyq ´ hvsrs, µspyq|2µpdyq.
Note that vsrs, µspqq “ BtΣ1t rs, µspqq|t“s, since Xsrs, µs “ id. Therefore,
W pσs`h, σˆs`hq ď |h|2}B2ttΣ1}28. (6.12)
Let
γh :“ pidˆ pid` hvsqq#µ P Γpµ, σˆs`hq.
Since, by definition, ∇µups` h, q, µq P TµPpTdq, we apply Lemma 2.5 to write
|ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ´ ups` h, q, µq ´
ż
TdˆTd
∇µups` h, q, µqpxq ¨ py ´ xqγhpdx, dyq| “ op}π2 ´ π1}γhq,
which is the same as
|ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ´ ups` h, q, µq ´ h
ż
TdˆTd
∇µups` h, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq| “ op|h|q, (6.13)
because op}π2´π1}γhq “ op|h|q as can be easily checked. Recall now (6.11). Formula (6.10) shows that Υr¨, µspq, yq
is continuous, so there is a modulus of continuity ω such thatż
Td
∇µups` h, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq “
ż
Td
Υrs` h, µspq, xq ¨ v¯spxqµpdxq
“
ż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ v¯spxqµpdxq ` ωp|h|q
“
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq ` ωp|h|q.
Therefore (6.13) is improved to
|ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ´ ups` h, q, µq ´ h
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq|
“ op|h|q ` |h|ωp|h|q. (6.14)
Corollary 6.4 shows that ups, q, ¨q is κ1-Lipschitz for some constant κ1, because r0, T sˆTd is compact. Using the
bound (6.12), we then have
|ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ´ ups` h, q, σs`hq| ď κ1h2}B2ttΣ1}28. (6.15)
Invoking (4.42), we write
|ups` h, q, σs`hq ´ ups, q, µq ` h
“
Hpq,∇qups, q, σsqq ` F pq, σsq
‰| “ op|h|q. (6.16)
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Finally, (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) are needed to obtain:
|ups` h, q, µq ´ ups, q, µq ` h
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq ` h
“
Hpq,∇qups, q, σsqq ` F pq, σsq
‰|
“ |ups` h, q, µq ´ ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ` h
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨ vspxqµpdxq
` ups` h, q, σˆs`hq ´ ups` h, q, σs`hq
` ups` h, q, σs`hq ´ ups, q, µq ` h
“
Hpq,∇qups, q, σsqq ` F pq, σsq
‰|
“ op|h|q ` |h|ωp|h|q ` κ1h2}B2ttΣ1}28 ` op|h|q “ op|h|q. (6.17)
We divide by h, remember that vspxq “ ∇pHpx,∇qups, x, µqq, µ “ σs and let hÑ 0 to obtain
´Bsups, q, µq “
ż
Td
∇µups, q, µqpxq ¨∇pHpx,∇qups, x, µqqµpdxq `Hpq,∇qups, q, µqq ` F pq, µq.
Let us check the continuity of s ÞÑ Bsups, q, µq. Due to (4.41), ∇qups, q, µq “ Vrs, µsps, qq “ Σ2rs, µsps, qq, which
is continuous in s, and the continuity of H and F takes care of the non-integral term in the formula for Bsu. For
the integral term, we use once again (6.11). Let s1 P p0, T q. Then
|
ż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ v¯spxqµpdxq ´
ż
Td
Υrs1, µspq, xq ¨ v¯s1pxqµpdxq|
ď |
ż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ v¯spxqµpdxq ´
ż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ v¯s1pxqµpdxq|
` |
ż
Td
Υrs, µspq, xq ¨ v¯s1pxqµpdxq ´
ż
Td
Υrs1, µspq, xq ¨ v¯s1pxqµpdxq|
ď }Υrs, µspq, ¨q}L2pµq}v¯s ´ v¯s1}L2pµq ` }Υrs, µspq, ¨q ´Υrs1, µspq, ¨q}L2pµq}v¯s1}L2pµq.
By the fact that v¯s, v¯s1 are the projections of vs, vs1 on a subspace of L2pµq, we know that }v¯s ´ v¯s1}L2pµq ď
}vs ´ vs1}L2pµq. Letting s1 Ñ s we conclude the continuity. The continuity of Bsups, ¨, µq is treated in the same
fashion, since vrs, µsps, ¨q is continuous. This completes the proof.
Remark 6.8. We do not claim that the function ∇µups, q, ¨q is continuous on PpTdq, which is true in the case
[GS15] of Hpq, pq “ 1
2
|p|2. The reason is that we have had to define ∇µu as the projection of a vector field
(Definition 6.5) that, in general, is not in the tangent space TµPpTdq, whereas for the quadratic Hamiltonian,
Υrs, µspq, ¨q and ∇µups, q, µq are the same [May]. 
7 Appendix
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We begin by noting the following. Let µ, ν P PpTdq, and γ, γ¯ P Γpµ, νq. Then, for any
ϕ P C2pTdq, ˇˇ ż
RdˆRd
∇ϕpxq ¨ py ´ xqpγ ´ γ¯qpdx, dyqˇˇ ď }π1 ´ π2}2γ ` }π1 ´ π2}2γ¯
2
}∇2ϕ}8. (7.1)
Indeed, Taylor expansion gives a Borel function r : Td ˆ Td Ñ r´1, 1s such that
ϕpyq ´ ϕpxq ´∇ϕpxq ¨ py ´ xq “ rpx, yq}∇2ϕ}8 |x´ y|
2
2
.
Integrating both sides of this equality over RdˆRd once with respect to γ and then with respect to γ1, remembering
that γ and γ1 have the same marginals µ and ν, and substracting one of the resulting expressions from the other,
yields (7.1). Fix now µ P PpTdq. Let ν P PpTdq and γ P Γ0pµ, νq, γ¯ P Γpµ, νq. Let ϕ P C8pTdq. Write
epν,∇µWpµq, γq “ epν,∇ϕ, γq ´
ż
RdˆRd
p∇µWpµqpxq ´∇ϕpxqq ¨ py ´ xqγpdx, dyq,
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and the same expression which holds with γ¯ in place of γ. Substracting one from the other and taking absolute
value gives, using Hölder’s inequality,
|epν,∇µWpµq, γq ´ epν,∇µWpµq, γ¯q| ď |epν,∇ϕ, γq ´ epν,∇ϕ, γ¯q|
` }∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµqp}π2 ´ π1}γ ` }π2 ´ π1}γ¯q.
Now, }π2 ´ π1}γ ď }π2 ´ π1}γ¯ , and, using (7.1),
|epν,∇µWpµq, γq ´ epν,∇µWpµq, γ¯q| ď }π1 ´ π2}γ¯
`}π1 ´ π2}γ¯}∇2ϕ}8 ` 2}∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµq˘.
Dividing by }π2 ´ π1}γ¯ and once again because }π2 ´ π1}γ ď }π2 ´ π1}γ¯ , we obtainˇˇepν,∇µWpµq, γ¯q
}π1 ´ π2}γ¯
ˇˇ ď ˇˇepν,∇µWpµq, γq}π1 ´ π2}γ
ˇˇ` `}π1 ´ π2}γ¯}∇2ϕ}8 ` 2}∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµq˘.
This holds for any ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq, γ¯ P Γpµ, νq, ϕ P C8pTdq. Fix r ą 0, and, on the right-hand side, fix
γ¯ P Γpµ, νq such that }π2 ´ π1}γ¯ ă r. Take then the supremum on the left-hand side over ν P PpTdq, γ¯ P Γpµ, νq
such that }π2 ´ π1}γ¯ ă r, to obtain
er∇µWpµq, rs ď
ˇˇepν,∇µWpµq, γq
}π1 ´ π2}γ
ˇˇ` `r}∇2ϕ}8 ` 2}∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµq˘
holding for any ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq, ϕ P C8pTdq. Taking now the supremum on the right-hand side over
ν P PpTdq, γ P Γ0pµ, νq such that }π2 ´ π1}γ ă r, and then letting r Ñ 0` on both sides yields
lim
rÑ0`
er∇µWpµq, rs ď lim
rÑ0`
e0r∇µWpµq, rs ` 2}∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµq “ 2}∇µWpµq ´∇ϕ}L2pµq,
by the hypothesis, for any ϕ P C8pTdq. By the fact that ∇µWpµq is an L2pµq limit of gradients of smooth periodic
functions ϕ, the conclusion follows.
Proof of Proposition 2.6. (i) Let us invoke Proposition 8.4.6 of [AGS08], to say that there exists a subset
J P I whose measure equals that of I, such that, for every V P CpTd ˆ Tdq, h0 P J , we have
lim
hÑ0
ż
TdˆTd
V
`
x,
y ´ x
h
˘
γhpdx, dyq “
ż
Td
V px, v¯h0pxqqµh0 pdxq, (7.2)
where v¯h0 is the velocity vector field of minimal norm for µh at h0, and tγhu|h|ą0 are optimal plans between µh0
and µh0`h. Let then h0 P J. For h such that h0 ` h P I, let γh P Γ0pµh0 , µh0`hq. By the twice differentiability of
V, we have ˇˇ
∇µV pqh0`h, µh0`hqpxh0`hq ´∇µV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0q
´∇2qµV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0qpqh ´ qh0q ´ Pγrµh0 spqh0 , xh0 , xh0`hq
ˇˇ
ď op|qh0`h ´ qh0 |q
` `W pµh0 , µh0`hq ` |xh0`h ´ xh0 |˘`ρpW pµh0 , µh0`hqq ` ǫp|xh0`h ´ xh0 |q˘. (7.3)
Let v¯h0 be the projection of vh0 onto Tµh0 PpTdq. Since
∇2µµV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0 , ¨q P Tµh0 PpTdq,
(2.3) and (7.2) give us
lim
hÑ0
ż
TdˆTd
∇2µµV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0 , rq
b ´ r
h
γhpdr, dyq “
ż
Td
∇2µµV pqh0 , µh0qpxh0 , rqvh0 prqµh0pdrq.
Therefore, dividing both sides of inequality (7.3) by h, and passing to the limit as h Ñ 0, we obtain the desired
formula.
(ii) Under those conditions, the formula for d
dh
∇µV pqh, µhqpxhq is continuous in h, and the claim follows.
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